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DEDICATION

Weed of the strange flower, weed of the earth.
Killer of dullness, parent of mirth.
Come in the sad hour, come in the gay.
Appear in the night, or in the day —
Still thou art as welcome as June's blooming rose,
Joy of the palate, delight of the nose.
Weed of the green field, weed of the wild.
Fostered in freedom, America's child.
Come in Virginia, come in Havana,
Friend of the universe, sweeter them manna.
— Henry James Mellen
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ABSTRACT
Cigars today reproduce American health, identity euid
gender ideologies rooted in capitalism.

Because of pressures

to be both producer and consumer, the cigeu: is merely the
latest appropriation of our control/release cycle.
part one unravels the myth of the "safe tobacco."

Thus,
Examining

emother dualism, part two addresses the construction of
identity as negotiation between individual and society.
Uniqueness is sought-after, aind smokers purchase a ready-made
"image" to meUce their own.

Finally, part three shifts

Foucault's "normalizing gaze" from female to male.

For young

men, cigeurs signify one's "aurrival"; for women, "image" and
attention-getting schemes.
female cigeu: experience.

But these impressions negate the

In actuality, both meuiipulate the

symbol differently: W<xnen use cigars as treuisgressive
identity, men embodied identity.
increase for each.

However, health risks

As cigarette users, women often inhale.

As non-smokers, men forge a new group once deemed safe from
tobacco's costs and pleasures.
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INTRODUCTION

The production, commodiflcatlon and consumption of the
tobacco leaf is heurdly a novel concept; journal entries auid
literaxry references fr<MB Medieval times, and. historical
inferences from, even eeurlier, document its importance and
prevalence across many societies {Rocky Mountain News 1997;
Jeffers and Gordon, 1997). Some social scientists have even
propelled the notion of tobacco as a human universal
(Ravenholt, 1990; Alexander and Alexemder, 1994; Sender,
1992; Heald, 1991).

As we neeur the next millennium — despite

current emti-smoking sentiments in the United States —
tobacco's pervasiveness CCTies as no surprise.
form, however, might.

Its latest

The cigar is making its comeback, and

the new cigeu: smoker is a far cry fr^ the stereotypical
images of old, balding men cran^>ed around a tense poker
table.

Instead, young adults in their 20s and 30s are

reaching for the symbolically-laden, tobacco-saturated,
nicotine-delivering wemd of pleasure, be it in a beir, at an
event or dinner, or with a few close friends on the back
porch.
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But why now?

Why, in the thick of tobacco teuces, smoke-

free ordinemces, mass-meurketed cessation kits and tobaccoindustry lawsuits, is the cigar tolerated, even exalted?
euiswers, of course, aure not simple.

The

As many cigarette

smokers trying to quit have found, tobacco becomes an
integral peurt of life, emd cessation requires self
evaluation, perseveremce emd disruption of what has become
the norm.

Tobacco is not only woven into life at the

individual level, however; it also aids in the production euid
reproduction of our capitalistic system. Thus, teasing out
the "whys" and "hows" of tobacco use necessitates
investigating how individuals relate to society. It is the
purpose of this paper to explore this interplay.
By framing a discussion about cigars using the basic
tenets of capitalism, it becomes readily cleeir that cigars
aure more them just avenues to "pleasure," as many cigar
smokers claim.

They do provide pleasure, emd this is

something tobacco research emd tobacco-free programs often
fail to address.

At the same time, cigars help to produce

emd reproduce a society based on 1) dualistic expectations to
be both producer and consumer, 2) emphasis on the unique
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individual, and 3) acceptance of gender- and status-oriented
inequality.

The smoker addresses these health, identity euid

gender topics, knowingly or not, sometime between buying the
cig2Lr cuid igniting it — purchasing the commodity and
embodying it.
What cigeur aficionados euid naysayers alike have said of
the cigeur is very true: It is the "prop for the 19908," much
like the cigarette for the female of the 1920s (Gerosa, 1997;
Bensonen, 1995; Hodges, 1995; Kasper, 1996).

Changes in the

economics, politics euid mores of the country, along with
promotion through media euid advertising, have ushered in new
cigar trends and increases in sales.

It is mainly males in

their 20s emd 30s peurticipating in the recent tobacco fad,
although incipient data warns of rising numbers among young
adult women and adolescents.
Peurt one of this paper begins by unraveling the myth of
the "safe tobacco."

The cigeu: is merely the latest

appropriation of capitalism's control/release cycle (Nichter
euid Nichter, 1991).

Much like Snackwell cookies and today's

fat substitutes, cigeurs promise all the pleasures with few of
the costs.

Simileir to this dualistic struggle, part two
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addresses -the construction of identity as a negotiation
between the individual emd society.

Unic[ueness is sought-

after emd highly-prized, and it is here cigeurs smokers
purchase a ready-made "image" euid meUce it their own.
Finally, peurt three shifts the focus of Foucault's
"normalizing gaze" from the female to the male.

Men are more

likely than women to identify themselves as cigeurs smokers
(rather than "one who smokes cigeurs") and obtain information
from magazines like Cigar Aficionado.

There is an abundeuice

of male cigeur-smoking role models, fron politicians euid
successful businessmen to actors auid athletes.

For meiny

young males, the cigar signifies one's "arrival."

Wcxnen have

begun teJcing up the leaf as well but in fewer numbers. Memy
informants, both male emd female, think the female cigar
smoker "odd" or "striking," €Uid few actually know amy.
Almost all believe women smoke cigeurs for attention emd
"image" or to simply "follow the fad."
negate a wonem's cigeur experience.

These impressions

Taken in emother light,

it seems women emd men eure manipulating the symbol in
different ways: While women use cigars for tranagressive
purposes, men embody the cigar smoker identity.
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METHODS

Research entailed 18 semi-structured, in-depth
interviews with informants between the ages of 18 and 40 from
Tucson, Arizona.

All informemts were white, middle-class emd

involved with the University of Arizona, either as full-time
students (both undergraduate and graduate) or interested
members the community (i.e., reguleurly read the university
newspaper, follow university sports events, etc).

Six women

emd 12 men participated in the study between Jeuiuaxy and
Meurch, 1997 (see appendix for profiles of informants).

Each

responded to advertisments placed in the Arizona Daily
Wildcat: seeking "cigar aficionados," "cigar smokers" and/or
individuals who smoke cigaurs more them once a month.
Interviews lasted 45 to 75 minutes in length and were
conducted in informemts' homes and local coffee houses.
Questions concerned perceived health risks, family tobacco
use, informants' "first times," cigeu: selection process and
ritual, auid opinions about current cigar trends.
were tremscribed and ccmmon themes highlighted.

Interviews
The semi-

structured interview format allowed participants to discuss
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smoking experiences.

In the process of describing behaviors

and rituals, they spoke of mcmipula-ting the cigeur as symbol
and constzructing identity.

Further data came from extensive

pop-cultural media eurticles euid emthropological literature.
The smoking practices of male and female informeuits
consistently differed.

The "typical" male cigeu: smoker spent

more time, effort and money selecting emd smoking a cigeu:
than his female counterpeurt — lending to the conlcusion that
men and women memipula-te the symbol diffently:

Typical Male
Non-Smoker (Cigeurettes)
Smokes "Real" Cigars
Spends More On One Cigeur
Spends More Per Month
Follows Etiquette
Oiims Much Paraphernalia
Reads Cigar Aficionado

Smokes Socially With Men
Has Smoked For Several Years
Plans To Continue

TVPica]|

Smoker or Ex-Smoker
Smokes "Swisher Sweets"
Spends Less On One Cigeur
Spends Less Per Month
Disregeurds Etiquette
Owns Lit-tle Peiraphemalia
Obtains Informa-tion From
Others (Mostly Males)
Smokes In Small Groups Or
With Boyfriends
Relatively New Cigar
Smoker
Unsure Of Future Pleuis

The cigeur seems a more "serious" pasttime for men, as
almost every male informemt claimed.

To get a better picture

of gender differences, however, more female cigaurs smokers
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must: be found.

Difficulties eirose when trying to locate the

w«ii£ui cigeur users in this study (even placing ads in another
local paper, the Tucson Weekly, failed to help), cuid could be
due to several reasons.

Women may not consider themselves

"cigar smokers," per se, 6md are thus not as interested as
men in discussing their recreation.

Also, the female cigar

smoker may be an overhyped phenomenon populeurized by the
press and media.

Cigeurs are still thought of as "more

masculine"; consequently, the wranan cigeu: smoker stands out
as "odd" and "shocking."

While there have been some

increases, the statistics for female users remain low and men
still dominate the cigsu: arena.
Finally, Tucson is not the ideal location for finding
cigar smokers of either gender: The city lacks the cigeu:
bars, cigar events and tobacco shops that have teUcen over
cities like New York, Denver, Atlanta emd Los Angeles.

It is

also still considered a "smaller town" emd lags behind in
meuiy fads and trends, including cigars.
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THE NEW CIGAR SMOKER

Overall, tobacco use is declining very slowly in t:he
Uni-ted Sta-bes despite increases in tobacco-free programs and
legislation (Seligman, 1989).

Among certain social groups,

it is still an increasing problem.

Surprisingly, "Americem

cigarette consumption held steady in 1996 — euid may even be
on the rise again" eunong young adults in their late teens and
early 20s (Hwang, 1997:3A). For those in their 20s and 30s,
the newest trend involves the resurgence of the cigeu:.

The

media have been quick to respond, covering the spread of
cigeur bars and dinners, repoirting increases in demand, emd
focusing attention on the most unexpected new smoker — the
female.

In light of present €mti-cig8irette sentiments, the

cigeu: is esteemed as "socially accept2d>le'' euid healthier by
cigeucette smokers and non-smokers alike (Holtz, 1996).

The

cigeurette smoker may use the cigar as an altezmative or aid
to cessation, emd the non-smoker, including those who openly
despise cigarettes, believes the two are completely
different.

The fact that non-smokers accept this form of

tobacco spells trouble for public health officials.
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physicians cmd orgeuiizanions trying to rid the country of one
of the most addictive and. disease-related substances.

After

a 30 year decline in sales, however, the cigar's current
populeurity is difficult to ignore.
Cigeur consumption in the United States has ebbed euid
peaked over the last two centuries. In 1810, Philadelphia
cigars meUcers produced 25 million cigars per year using
homegrown etnd imported leaf.

Lemcaster County auid the

Conestoga Valley, Pennsylvania, alone reaped more than two
million pounds of tobacco per y&ar by 1860 (Lighter, 1996).
Famous men, like Mark Twain and Ulysses S. Gremt, smoked cmd
extolled the virtues of these cigars and, by the last few
decades of the 19th century, the cigar was America's favorite
type of tobacco (Waldron, 1991).

Demand and predicted

profits are the mother of invention, emd so came Oscar
Hammerstein's mechemized cigar roller in 1883 (Jeffers emd
Gordon, 1997).

The new century witnessed the success of more

than 400 cigeir factories (Jordem, 1994), and by the end of
World Weur I, men were smoking nickel cigeurs made almost
exclusively by women (hired because they could be paid less,
subjected to poorer working conditions, and excluded from the
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union [Cooper, 1997]).

While women smoked cigeurs throughout

the 19th century, tobacco ccnnpanies during the roeuring '20s
heavily m£arketed cigarettes as "more feminine" (Bensonen,
1995; Waldron, 1991).

And aJ.though men and wcmen began

consuming cigeurettes as never before, 1920 was a peak yeeu:
for cigetr production with 8.1 billion cigars rolled and sold
(Ravenholt, 1990).

Such numbers would not been seen again

until the mid-1960s.
Surgeon General Luther Terry's report in 1964 was the
first official recognition linking smoking to lung cancer.
As a result, many male smokers in Great Britain and the
United States temporarily exchanged their cigare-ttes for the
"safer" cigau: (Waldron, 1991; Lazarus, 1989), accounting for
the second biggest cigaur bocm in America.

Indus-try numbers

topped out aoround 9 billion in 1964 euid 1965 (Ravenholt,
1990; Collins, 1995).

Since then, the cigar industry has

experienced a 73 percent drop in sales, with numbers
lingering around two billion by the eeurly 1990s.

But the

depressive trend is making an upswing as the decade
progresses.

In 1992, American bought 2.2 billion laurge

cigaurs amd 1.3 billion small cigars (Jamofsky, 1993) amd.
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between 1991 euid 1996, the sale of premium cigars increased
by 70 percent (Deutsch, 1996; Jordan, 1994).

These cheinges

eure, in part, due to -the 1992 publication of Marvin Shanken's
Cigar Aficionado.

Sheuiken, also knomm for crea-ting Wine

Spectator, believes he turned the trends curound (Kanizel,
1996).

Regardless of who or what is responsible, officials

from the Centers for Disease Control to -the Cigaur Association
of America admit cigaur consumpt:ion doubled be-tween 1992 and
1996, amd the whole industry complains of backorder (Cooper,
1997; Lighter, 1996).
The cigar smoker, moreover, has chamged as well.
Longs-tauiding cigau: shops are finding tha^ most of -their
customers aure new amd know little adx>u-t -the vice (Goldmam,
1996).

The burgeoning cigaur user is typically male, white

emd laiddle-class and 1:ries tihe rolled leaf during his eaurly
adult years (Doheny, 1996; Maurriot-t, 1995).

Whereas two

million Americaui men smoked t:hem in 1993, more t:haui 10
million took up -the hadait by 1996 {Dental News Digest, 1996).
"This new wave -tends to be young (mid 20s to la-te 30s),
better educated amd very discriminating as to what cigaurs aure
smoked amd where" (Maurriott, 1995:56).

Shamken amd Cigar
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Aficionado have done much to increase the cigeur's appeal,
emphasizing its connection to the luxurious, powerful and
wealthy lifestyle.

Women have also started smoking cigars,

although with less enthusiasm.

While they sure eUxiut five

percent of the overall market, the media have overhyped the
female cigeur smoker — most individuals still consider it
"odd" (Pruzan, 1995).

Nonetheless, Davidoff cigar mcUcers and

Shanken insist the sales of premium cigeurs to women sure up by
50 percent (Hodges, 1995; Bensonen 1995).

Even adolescents

seem to be joining the ranks: Studies from 1996 have
documented teenagers as young as 14 experimenting with them
(Cooper, 1997).
While it may be deemed merely "fad" or "trend,"
individuals are memipulating cigars in many of the same ways
as cigarettes — but without concern for health risks or
addiction.

Instead, they appropriate it as a "safe release"

to the pressures of daily life, pressures which include the
stress of working towards eoid maintaining "healthy body"
ideals.

Thus, the cigar helps to reproduce, not undermine,

current health ideologies, patrticularly those advocating
lifestyle choices euid personal responsibility.
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FOLLOWING THE RULES OF CAPITALISTIC IDEOLOGY

Focusing on health, identity euid gender issues
associated with cigar smoking, this paper is structured
according to the main dicta of capitalism:
Capitalistic ideology requires a legitimization of
release in order to justify a technology of
consumption that promotes insatiaible desires, a
demand for the seemingly unique, and a distorted
image of personal need concordant with the
requirements of perpetual production (Nichter emd
Nichter, 1991:251-252).
Requiring one to be both producer euid consumer, capitalism
necessitates a "release" from the hard-driving. Purit em work
ethic touted in this country.

If one is "good," whether

producing physical COToaodities or ideologies, then indulgence
is eeumed.

Cigars ar& merely the newest appropriation of

this "control-auid-release cycle."

And like many other

products today (e.g.. Healthy Choice frozen foods, fat-free
cheeses and beJcery items, low-fat potato chips, etc.),
gratification is pre-packaged and ready-made — scxnehow better
than cigarettes and simult€uieously more pleasurable.
Indeed, the cigeu: may be mini-America in a tobacco leaf.
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Not only does it legitimize pleasure but also promises "the
seemingly unique."
In the context of contemporeury Americeui culture, a
good cigar is almost as eloquent as those little
Americem flags that so meuiy of us wore on our
lapels in the eetrly 1970s. It proclaims ... that
one is eui individualist, not easily lured into the
deadening conformity of cigarettes (Rusher, 1995).
While our capitalistic structure emphasizes the individual,
however, we often ignore the insteJaility of identity.

We do

not emerge from the "tumultuous" teenage yeeurs with an
enduring self sustained^le throughout adult life.

Our media-

saturated system literally bemks on this discrepancy; it even
questions and reaffirms our identities for us.

Both Foucault

emd Bourdieu have addressed the interplay of self/other emd
individual/society in the creation and re-creation of
identity.

Images everywhere remind us how to succeed euid

steuid out in a crowded world, while society's "normalizing
gaze" admonishes against pushing boundaries too far.

What

follows is the embodiment of the image as "personal need,"
ened>ling the system to continue.
The cigeu: is then much more them an "addictive
substeince."

It is a meeuis to pleasure and identity auid an
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association wi^;^ "th^ good life."

Men and women are

meuiipulating t^i^ symbol of luxury differently, however.
Society still considers cigeurs more masculine, and the male
cigeur-smoking role model abounds in politics, entertainment
and athletics.

Men stress personal aspects of the habit and

independent choice at initiation.

They disparage the current

trend and, often, the women who smoke cigeirs as well (see The
Male Cigar Smoker in P£uct Three).

Men tend to embody the

identity, while wcanen use it to transgress the limitations of
being female.

Deemed "attention-getters" and "trend-

followers," unfortunately, the transgressive act backfires.
Even actresses like Demi Moore and Brooke Shields cure not
considered "real smokers" and ar& criticized for trying.

But

despite the rhetoric, the female cigeu: smoker is rar& emd is
likely already familiar with tobacco.

Female informaints in

this study were all cigeurette smokers or ex-smokers, although
more research is needed to corroborate this initial finding.
Tobacco is euid has been "em object of fantasy, interest,
and desire" (Black, 1984:475).

Answers pertaining to why

cultures worldwide use tobacco must be sought within a
social, economic and political framework, and must address
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the benefits as well as the risks.

Cigeurs emd 1990s America

fit together rather well, as conserv^ative inclinations sweep
through Congress euid medicine accentuates lifestyle choice.
Anti-tobacco efforts must contend with a trend that
segregates cigeurs from cigeurettes and address tobacco's
pleasures as well as costs.

Emily Adams of the Americeui Lung

Association of California recognizes the difficulties:
We feel we're losing ground. ... Restaureuits that
have been smoke-free for yeeurs are suddenly having
cigar nights. We got to the point where smoking,
at least cigarette smoking, was socially
unaccepteUale. People didn't light up. Now cigeu:
smoking looks glamourous and sexy (cited in
Kemizel, 1996:A-11).
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THE MYTH OF THE SAFE TOBACCO
Anti-Smoklng Backlash?

Negative sentiments regsirding tobacco cire heirdly new.
Smoking has been described as dangerous and "loathesome" as
eeurly as 1600 (Farley, 1994; Jordan, 1994).
these love/hate feelings towards smoking?

But what creates

Obviously, a

society's relationship with tobacco is intimately tied to the
ideologies of the day, and the current euiti-tobacco crusade
in America is connected to the rise of cigars.
Bill Clinton may be considered the nation's first "antitobacco president," an incredulous phenomenon considering the
tobacco industry's political and economic leverage in the
country (Drinkeurd, 1996).

His actions since 1991 finally

give momentum to ideas surgeon generals emd special-interest
groups have advocated for the last thirty yeeurs: regulate
public areas, curtail advertisements euid media sponsorship,
and terminate teen access.

Response is beccxning apparent.

Many American cities, like New York, prohibit smoking in
restaurants and offices; taxes on both cigarettes and cigaurs
add to the price of the pleasure; and the industry has
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changed its tune concerning health risks euid addictiveness.
In t:his light, smoking may seem like "deviem-t" behavior;
unfortunately, i^ is still widely used in certain social
groups.
Pro-tobacco groups, like U.S. Tobacco International,
claim people "are sick euid tired of being good all the time
[and] weuit: a vice once in a while" (cited in Pruzeui, 1995),
while simultaneously rebelling agains-t a "politically-correct
sys-tem" and the "health police" (Jordeui, 1994; Smith 1996).
One tobacco-shop owner explains, "There's a resurgence in red
mea-t and martinis, too.

It's a backlash against a healthy

lifest:yle and political correctness" (cited in Kemizel,
1996:A-11). Henry Schielein, host of the Ritz-Carlton Annual
Cigar Smoker dinner, believes cigar smokers
wave it in the face of the Surgeon General's
warnings, spouses' threats, society's euigry glances
and anyone else who pooh-poohs them. [The cigeur
dinner] is one of the few opportunities that cigar
lovers have to collectively act out their defiance
of a public that would rather they go away (cited
in Geurfinkel, 1991:C1).
The cigar event is even compared to the speakeasies of the
1920s — a safe place for the defiemt smoker to puff in peace
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(Maurrio-t-t, 1995).

"In an age of health obsession, it's

retro-naughty, like ordering a steeUc bloody or knocking back
single-malt Scotches served neat" (Gerosa, 1997:147).
Tobacco is often tied to rebelliousness, euid what better
way to flout a system bent on removing cigarettes £Uid forging
healthy ideals than teUcing up a cigar?
too simplistic.

But this approach is

The image of the lone smoker, thumbing his

nose against the superstructure is easy to conjure, thanks to
years of expensive industry campaigns.

Capitalism, however,

simultaneously allows for and memages deviance; it may even
be revolution-proof since it commodifies rebellion amd
individualism is bought and sold.^

Cigars, rather, eure a

negotiation between work emd play — they eneO^le, not
undermine, the producer/consumer system.

^ Images of the Marlboro Man spring to mind when discussing
tobacco use and rebellion, but this is not the only incidence. One
tobacco shop located in Kansas City, Missouri, is even blatantly named
"The Outlaw."
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The Ra-tloning Of Pleasure

Healt:hy bodies — as physicieuis, adver^isemen-bs euid
fil:ness cen'bers alike remind us — command cont:inual effort
and work.

Surviving gym routines, avoiding fats euid sug2urs,

and following doctors' reconmendal^ions seem to crea-te a
health-crazed version of Orwellian socie-ty.

It is no wonder

cigeu: trends have been deemed a backlash against the "health
police" and cigeu: smokers a "defiamt counterculture."
Articles in populeu: literature int:ermin2d3ly reitera-te this
rebellion: "These eure people who live on the razor's edge"
(Goldberg, 1992:46).

But cigeur smoking euid a healthy

lifestyle are not mutiually exclusive, as accounts of women
puffing away while eat:ing salads emd fitness gyms host:ing
cigeur night:s illustrate (Bass, 1996; Doheny, 1996).^

As one

writer claims, it is "the perfects coo^romise between health
and pleasure" (Gerosa, 1997:147).
It is not so much a backlash agains-t our health-manic
society as a new appropriation of the same old
^ In 1987, the Swedish even invented the "LifeSmoke 2000* — a
cigar and pipe concoction that shut dom air supply «uid eliminated smoke
emissions when nicotine levels reached the government's set limits.
Cigar czar Zino Davidoff commented, "Good tobacco ... but dravrs like a
clothespin" (McCall, 1995:143).
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producer/consximer routine.

Like tobacco in all its forms,

cigars are a "legitimate break" from the duties of daily
life.

One informeuit explained:

[Before I quit], I didn't smoke very meiny
[cigarettes]. Maybe four a day, something like
that. And then at parties, I'd smoke a pack at
pairties. ... I used to always smoke at parties.
And that's euaother situation where cigars cem
substitute, because you can smoke cigeurs at parties
[and places] where other people are smoking
cigarettes.
It is also a reward for working hard at one's job,
appeaurance, health and other responsibilities, an indulgence
that ''forces" people to spend money on themselves.
These release mechanisms, moreover, fall within the
system's tolerated boundaries, whether these limits are
overtly recognized.

As Michel Foucault noted, the concept of

"pleasure" in our society often evades medical euid
naturalistic connotations: We rarely talk about a "pathology
of pleasure" (Knauft, 1994).

But the structure fails when

taken to extremes (Nichter emd Nichter, 1991).

Over

indulgence with food can cause obesity and heart disease;
with money, unmanageable debt; with weight control and.
exercise, injury, stunted growth and eaorly death.

With
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tobacco, the list of ailments seems endless, from cancer and
addiction to heeurt disease euid stroke.

It is a well-known

fact that tobacco use heavily contributes to morbidity euid
mortality, the latter ultimately depleting the number of
consumers.

Both male and female informemts emphasized

moderation: Cigetrs, more so than cigarettes, cure more likely
saved for "special occasions" or blocks of time at the end of
the day or week.

They explained this in terms of "expense"

amd "control" — issues involved in the rationing of pleasure.
Pleasure must be checked because 1) "inappropriate behavior"
is linked to negative consequences (e.g., ill health) 6uid
personal culpaibility; 2) excess threatens allure emd meaning;
and 3) over-indulgence overshadows production values.
Just a few years into the trend, the control/release
negotiation process is appeurent: "Those without a full hour
to devote — more and more people, in fact — ar& turning to
shorter, fatter cigars, and tobacconists are introducing new
lines to accommodate them" (Penney, 1992:142).

And the new

"20-minute cigar," of course, packs all the taste and
pleasures of "the real thing."
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The Rationaliza-tion Of Risk

Cigeurs are a safer form of t:obacco, or so everyone
(Including Preslden-t Cllntonl)^ claims.

At: first:, t:hls seems

eui odd conclusion: Cigars sure bigger, conl:aln more t:obacco,
bum longer, emit more smoke, euid produce t:hlcker smoke, yet
most do not consider them a deuigerous or high-risk activity.
As one Informant explained, ''That's why I don't like
clgcurette smoking.
you.

Because that's obviously pretty bad for

I would say out of all the tobaccos, clgeir smoking Is

the least hetrmful."

And people like Shcuiken help further the

misguided belief: "That's the message I want to convey ...
smoking a clgeur Is no more risk than skiing or motorcycle
riding" (cited In Jemofsky, 1993).

At the same time, cigar

aficionados emphasize Its potency (conpared to cigarettes,
"they're just so strong and overpowering").
two extremes coexist?

How cam these

The myth of the "safe tobacco" Is

^ In his August: 10, 1991, news conference. President Cllnt:on
reaffirmed his dedica-tion 'to keeping teenagers from snoking, while
refusing to give up the occasional cigar he himself enjoys. "Well,
first of all, as you know, I'm allergic to cigars, so I don''t smoke many
anymore, bu-t I smoke a handful a year, probably. And I probably
shouldn't. And I try not to do i-t in any way tha-t sets a bad exaa^le,
but I plead guilty to that. ... Cigars and pipes were not found by the
FDA to be part of this" (cited in The Sew York Times, 1991:A6).
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consiiruc-teci at several levels.

First, people tout cigars as

"natural," better them "chemically-saturated" cigarettes.
Second, they eire not inhaled.

Next:, cigar smokers willfully

choose when and where to smoke; they can actively moderate
their smoking habits.

Finally, the cigar is rationalized as

a "non-addictive" substeuice.

It is interesting, as many

studies indicate, cigeurette smokers often use similar excuses
regeurding their own tobacco use (e.g., Nichter et al., 1997).
Informants, authors emd other cigar aficionados think
cigeurs eire just plain better than cigaurettes: "Cigcurs are a
healthier altezmative to cigarette smoking, which anyone with
any brains views as thoroughly uncool" (Heurrison, 1995).
Whereas cigearettes are full of added chemicals and other
"garbage," cigeurs (emd pipe tobacco) eare "pure tobacco,"
"all-natural," and "better quality."
I've smoked a cigarette before, and [a cigar is]
not like that at all. It's not like chewing
tobacco or any other kind of stuff. As a matter of
fact, a cigarette has something like 400 ch^nicals
in it. Where this, all you're smoking is tobacco.
That's it. They may put something in there to keep
it good, but I don't think they even do that.
These good cigeurs like this — hemd-rolled tobacco
is what you're smoking (19-yeeur-old male cigeur
smoker).
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Because, le-t's face it. There's a lot of geurbage
in. [cigarettes], aind I can taste it in a cigeirette.
After I smoke my pipe or a cigar, later on I have a
cigaurette, and I can taste every chemical. You can
taste the etrsenic, you can taste the cyanide, you
can taste the aimnonia, you can taste the garbage in
there. Everything. Which I figure is really the
addicting part of the cigarette (30-year-old male
smoker).
The myth involves more than a cigar lacking the chemicals
found in cigarettes — popular books claim the fermentation
process purges the cigar of high levels of tar, acidity and
nicotine (Jeffers and Gordon, 1997). Fvirthermore, the more
expensive the cigar, the safer it^ is thought to be. "They're
all natural," a neurosurgeon from Los Angelos explains, "no
paper, no glue, and premium cigars have only tobacco, no
filler.

I smoke two a day" (cited in Garfinkel, 1991:C6).

Unfortunately, this physiciem and the informants are
incorrect; cigars contain much more them mere tobacco (see
"Cigars Have Dangers, Too" below).

But by participating in

the "Naturalistic Fallacy,"* individuals aure adale to minimize
* Many products In commodlfied America rely on the Naturalistic
Fallacy to increase sales. One needs only to peruse a grocery store and
note the number of products branded "natural." and "home-oiade.''
Moreover, people often connect higher price with better quality. The
same is being done with cigars. Marvin Shanken and most tobacconists
push the premium cigar, which can range in price from $7 to $50 or more.
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their risks, in ways similar to rationalizing susceptibility
to STDs and HIV — "I really don't fit emy high-risk category,
so I don't worry eQ>out it or take any action."
Most people know cigeu: risk is directly proportional to
frequency emd inhalation.

Consequently, they construct

patterns-of-use narratives which mitigate these issues.
Cigars cire not only better but also controlledsle.

Unlike

cigeurettes, one actively chooses to smoke a cigar.

A 34-

yeeur-old female, ex-cigeu:ette smoker explained,
I think it teJces a willfulness to be a cigar
smoker. It's just not s«nething you fall into
because, one, they're so expensive and, two, you
have to ... even if you don't use the jaurgon, you
do have to engage at s«ne level, because there is
that kind of jeurgon out there.
Cigar smoking requires choice as well as knowledge and
education one must actively seek (see "Cigar Etiquette" in
Part Two).

It is not an abused indulgence which controls,

but a pleasure enacted only when the mood is exactly right
(Pruzeui, 1995; Jordan, 1994).

Issues of control can be found

in many tobacco studies (e.g., Nichter et al, 1997).

For the

cigar smoker, though, these rationalizations hold more sway,
because they have cigeurette smokers with whom to compare
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themselves — individuals "obviously" dominated by habit and
chemical dependency.

Even those who admit feeling "a

definite mellow buzz" from a cigar deny its addictiveness
(Harrison, 1995).

Instead what occurs is em appropriation of

tobacco dose-response data to address personal health
concerns.
Appropriate tobacco use is weighed against excess.
Smoking "incorrectly" involves inhalation — delivering smoke
(and, therefore, nicotine) into the lungs where addiction and
negative health effects are thought to occur.
I think the inhaling makes a difference. [If you
don't inhale], there's less of it that goes into
the bloodstream with cigars. A little residue in
the gums and a little goes into the lungs, I think,
but not neeirly as much as cigeurettes (28-year-old
male informemt).
Inhaling a cigeir is a "mistake," something one does only
once, usually with the very first cigeur.

It requires work

and education not to inhale, and inhaling, as one female
informeuit explained, "would defeat the purpose of ever
quitting cigeurettes" and exchanging one addiction for
another.

Cigaur smokers deny any chemical addiction, and all

gauge their ability to control the heibit by whether they cam
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give them up.®
"Described rapturously as the only tasteful, 100% fatand sodium-free indulgence," cigars eure considered safe as
long as one doesn't inhale and. moderates frequency (Jordcui,
1994:2).

The problem is, however, meuiy individuals cure

likely to underestimate their tobacco consumption (Herling
and Kozlowski, 1998).

Cigar smokers downplay health risks,

comparing the indulgence to eating chocolate or drinking wine
(one even called it a "lip drink").

They are not "naive to

the fact that there eure risks," but most cure skeptical about
"flawed studies based on machine-made stogies" (Heurrison,
1996) auid await physical evidence of ill-effects (e.g., "if I
notice sores in my mouth or something like that").

A few

even take action: dosing up on vitamin C, brushing teeth
after smoking, and spitting to prevent ingestion of tobacco
and nicotine.

But, for the most peurt, cigar smokers r^ain

dubious amd feel no need to stop.
' A few Informan'ts, manlpula'tlng t:he CaxrteslaA legacy,
dls-tinguished between physical addiction and "ritual" addiction, t:he
latter remaining controllable. One female said, "I feel like I'm
addicted to 'the oral part, but I don't think I'm addicted to the
tobacco. But sometimes I am addicted t.o the sensation, the taste, if
something major happened — I don't know what that could be — I could
definitely stop."
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Cig€u:s Have Demgers, Too

Tobacco can be said to be leading a "death march"
worldi/ide (Ravenholt, 1990).

Approximately 500,000 Americeins

die of smoking-related causes every yeetr (Mastoris, 1997).
While the nation is now beginning to understand the
ramifications of tobacco use, its risks and costs have been
debated for decades.

In 1964, Surgeon General Terry made

public the link between cigarette smoking etnd lung ceuicer,
the most prevalent cancer for both men emd wcanen in the
United States.

Twenty yeeurs later, in 1986, C. Everett Koop

reported the "detrimental effects of passive smoke": 3,000
non-smokers die every yeeu: frcxa cancer of the lungs (Fairley,
1994).

And in 1993, the Environmental Protection Agency

classified environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) a class-A
carcinogen.
But few studies focus on the demgers of cigars.

While

statistics show cigars increase risk of cancer and heart
disease, the numbers appeeu: slight CGmp«u:«d to cigeirettes.
Using non-smoking status as a guide, premature death for
cigar smokers increases by 10 percent, for cigarette smokers
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70 percent^ (Ceurty, 1995).

Cemcer death rates increase 34

percent for cigar smokers, who eure three times more likely to
die from lung csmcer theui non-smokers.

Even compared to

cigarette smokers, however, cigar users have higher morbidity
emd mortality rates of mouth, larynx and esophagus cancer
(Kanizel, 1996; Americ2Ui Lung Association, 1986 euid 1996).
And ex-cigarette smokers who switch to cigars and pipes, and
thus still inhale, may be worse off than, they were
previously.
Research is scant where cigetrs aire concerned.
By comparison, cigar use emd its relationship to
disease has only been documented by little over a
100 comprehensive resecurch studies. These veurious
articles fail to differentiate between processed
tobacco as opposed to fermented leaf, or machinemade vs. hand-made cigeurs (Schneidermeui, 1996).
Instead, ptiblic health officials euid auiti-tobacco
orgeuiizations rely on the dose-response relationship between
tobacco aind disease: Inhalation practices, age at initiation,
euid consumption amounts ("cigar-years") all affect one's
risks.^

But more action needs to be taken.

Presently, cigar

'For example, heart- and lung-disease rates of cigar smokers
remain lower than those of cigarette users if they don't inhale and
smoke infrequently.
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packages do nob have any type of warning ledsels, and
compcuiies cure not required to submit a list of ingredients
added during the memufacturing process to the government.
This is unfortunate, euid may be connected with the perception
of cigeurs as "pure" emd "natural." Cigars are heurdly benign,
emitting three times the poisonous particles, five times the
teur, and 25 to 30 times the carbon monoxide of a cigarette
(Kemizel, 1996; Doheny, 1996).

Moreover, a cigeur contains

four to five times as much nicotine.
Acting with almost as much speed as cyeuiide,
nicotine is well established as one of the most
toxic drugs known. In humans, 60 mg is a lethal
dose, and death follows intake within a few
minutes. A cigar contains enough nicotine for two
lethal doses (who need to teUce a second one?), but
not all of the nicotine is delivered in a short
enough period of time to kill a person (OeJcley amd
Ksir, 1993:248).
Perhaps facts like these would be more effective in tobaccouse prevention them imageless rates euid statistics, but they
are rarely en^hasized by euiti-smoking groups.

For example,

health risks increase when cigeur smoke is inhaled, because
the inhalation of nicotine is a remarkedaly effective delivery
system — 90 percent of inhaled nicotine is absorbed by the
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body.

But nicotine enters the bloodstream through tissues

lining the mouth as well when smoke is held inside,^ and
carcinogens stay in the mouth euid the upper airways longer,
accounting for increases in upper-respiratory and oral-cavity
camcers (Marriott, 1995; Consumer Reports, 1995; Americeui
Lung Association of California, 1996).

The teur in tobacco

smoke plays a major peurt in disease genesis.

Scientists have

recently explained a connection between smoking euid cancer on
the celluleu: level — the teu: in cigeurettes directly
transforms human lung tissue (Rocky Mountain News, 1996).
This does not bode well for the unconcerned cigar smoker.
Michael Erikson of the CDC affirms, "[Cigeirs] can cause
cemcer emd they c£ui lead to nicotine addiction, just like
other tobacco products. ... A typical cigeur ceui be equivalent
to em entire pack of cigarettes in terms of teur euid nicotine"
(cited in Cooper, 1997:3A).
Finally, smokers may also be misjudging their cigar
practices.

Studies have shown the size of a cigeu: is related

to amount of inhalation (Ceirstensen et ail., 1987).

People

^ Nicotine in tobacco smoke has two forms, one positively charged
£uid one negatively charged. The latter is "wore easily absorbed through
the mucous membranes of the mouth, nose, and lungs" (Oakley and Ksir,
1993t248).
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who smoke cigarillos -tend to inhale more and smoke more
often, using them like cigeurettes — only nicotine and taur
levels are still much higher (Wynder euid MeUsuchi, 1972;
Americeui Lung Association 1986).

Also, alcohol euid cigeurs

often go together,® auid this, too, could interfere with one's
control over inhalation.

Furthermore, although both alcohol

emd cigars eu:e socially-semctioned, the two may be co-factors
in disease causation.

One cigarette study examined smoking

and alcohol consumption amd it was found
the risk for each type of ceuicer increases with the
quauitity of liquor consumed, euid larger proportions
of heavy drinkers ... occur for c£uicers of the
mou'th, larynx, euid esophagus thsui do for lung or
bladder ceuicer. ... Alcohol, whose effects interact
with cigarette smoke, may be regarded as a promoter
of tobacco caurcinogenesis (Wynder euid Stellmem,
1977).

' "Martinis and cigars go hand in hand. ... A martini is a slow
drink and a cigar is a slow smoke. ... It's a fashion statement. The
health risk doesn't even go through their minds" (Goldman, 1996).
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Environmen-kal Tobacco Smoke

The EPA classified environmental tobacco smoke a class-A
carcinogen four yeeurs ago, yet cigeurs smokers disregeurd ETS
as a health risk.

As many informants conceded, cigeu: smoke

is much different them cigfurette smoke: Although a cigeur is
"healthier, cleeiner tobacco," its smoke is thicker, heavier
and more potent.

Two professionals at a baseball game, for

example, were told to extinguish their Montecristos because
people sitting 15 rows behind them complained of the smell.
Cigetrs also produce more smoke, which defeats the
explanation that cigsurs are better because one smokes less;
and, since they bum at a lower temperature, they produce
more peurticulate matter (Abu-Nasr, 1996).

The emissions from

both pipes and cigars may even contain higher eunounts of the
harmful ingredients found in cigeurettes, carcinogens like
ceurbon monoxide, ammonia, formaldehyde, uretheuie, hydrazine,
hydrogen cyeuiide, nitrates, vinyl chloride, hydrocarbons and
sulfur compounds, among others — nearly 4,000 chemicals in
all (American Lung Association, 1986).

In 30 minutes, a

cigeur produces the smoke of 42 cigeirettes, yet the cigar is
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s-till believed a safer altemative.

One male cigeu: user

cont:emplat:ed t:he smoke's poten-tlal health l^hreat^:
Cigaurs are good, quality -tobacco, and they smell
better. It's just a better smoke [than
cigarettes]. One reason I think [cigeu: smoke emd
cigeurette smoke are not the same], maybe is because
the second-hamd smoke might be stronger because you
don't inhale — it doesn't get filtered in your
lungs. That's the only thing I cem think of. It's
a thicker smoke.
Some of his assumptions eure accurate; Dr. Kenneth Melby of
St. Joseph's Hospital in Atlwta "claims there is a higher
level of sc»ne toxins in second-h£md smoke" because it is
unfiltered by the lungs (Holtz, 1996).

The deuigers of

environmental tobacco smoke are apparent euid, as the decade
progresses, it is likely to gain publicity and catalyze
action.®

'Two couirt rulings involving cxgar and pipe smoke have already
occurred. One charged a cigaur-smoklng talk-show host with battery, and
the other awarded compensation to a hospitalized employee. The Georgia
Court of Appeals opinion stated, "We are not prepared to accept [the
co-«rorker's ] argument that pipe smoke is a substance so immaterial that
it is incapable of being used to batter indirectly. ... Pipe smoke is
visible; it is detectable through the senses and may be ingested or
inhaled. It is capable of 'touching' or making contact with one's
person in a number of ways' (Goldberg, 1994:102).
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E PLURIBUS UNUM
"Real" vs. "Trend"
As our country's mot-to unintentionally implies, we live
in a society that exalts the individual.

We emphasize the

"celebration of differences" throughout every nook euid cremny
of life, even in campaigns promoting toleremce and
cooperation in government, education euid the workplace.
Images of Meurlboro-like men — one doing his own thing, not
everyone else's — strike the Americem individualist chord euid
sell.

The tobacco industry has always acknowledged this, but

it is pushing individualism even more so in light of its
recent admissions regarding tobacco's dauigers and
addictiveness (Brosnan, 1997; Mastoris, 1997).

The

industzry's counter argument in courtroOTis has changed from
"tobacco-isn't-harmful" rhetoric to increased emphasis on
"freedom of choice."
There eure a certain amount of adult consumers who
want to enjoy tobacco products. And like those who
drink alcohol or who enjoy high-risk sports
activities, it is really up to the individual adult
to determine what's appropriate for their [sic] own
conduct (Thomas Lauria of the Tobacco Institute,
cited in Feurley, 1994).
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Like wine emd the microbrew, tobacco is a "consiunptive
fad" (Bass, 1996).

It is a ccxnmodity and fits well into our

culturally constituted world of goods, but it is also
incorporated into our "socially constructed and maintained
symbolic and moral worlds" (Black, 1984:478-479).

Thus,

tobacco becomes more than a product bought and sold, which
the tobacco industry b£Uiks on.

In advertising and the media,

individualism is easily turned into image, and image is built
on the instability of identity.

Consequently, fads are

readily segregated according to "followers" and "leaders,"
the former chastised for unoriginality and the latter claimed
by all.

It is un-American to forsake uniqueness and,

therefore, disadv€mtageous to be part of the "trend."
Cigars smokers participate in the creation of these two
distinctions — the "true" cigar aficionado emd the one who
follows the fad.

Category membership is determined by sight

(see "Cigar Etiquette" below)."

A real cigar smoker indulges

for personal reasons and because of the pleasing eurcxna and
taste.

He does not seek attention or attempt to "fit in,"

in our vlsually-orien'ted society, seeing is, in fact,
believing. With cigars, visual clues reaffirm the "true" smoker and
give a%ray the fake.
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and he will cont:inue even after the fad ceases.
Nowadays with the trendr you've got to get into the
real cigeu: smokers euid the feUce cigaur smokers. I
think guys who [are real smokers] do it because
they like cigar smoking, and they would be smoking
cigars whether or not this trend was going on.
With the trend, a lot of people smoke cigars
because it's the cool thing to do. It's in fashion
almost (21-year-old male cigeu: smoker).
It's like, now they're "fashionable." And I kind
of suspect that will pass. ... We didn't steurt
because it was cool, we started because that's just
what we did. And when it ceases to be cool, I'm
sure we'll still be smoking (28-yeeu:-old male cigeur
smoker).
Moreover, the cigeur aficionado must understemd the ritual and
pursue cigeur-related information.
just holding it like a prop.
the whole thing.

"There eure a lot of people

They don't really understand

And you ceui tell those people, who they

eure" (28-year-old male cigar smoker), mostly by their cigar
choices and peuraphemalia.

The "real" smoker differentiates

between real euid fake cigaurs as well, the latter including
Swisher Sweets, White Owls, Dutch Masters and amy other cigar
purchased fram a grocery or convenience store."

When asked

" "You know, like the ones you buy at Circle K," a 19-year-old
male clgau: smoker explained. "What those are, those are leftover
tobacco from the companies [who make real ones] like this [Cuban seed
cigar]."
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if he remembered his first cigeu:, an informant replied, "A
real cigar or one of those Circle K cigars?"

It is

interesting to note, however, those who call themselves "real
cigeur smokers" often steurt smoking Swisher Sweets or other
inexpensive bremds and then progress to more "serious"
cigeurs.
When I started smoking them, I liked the cherry
cigeurs, the little ones, Swisher Sweets. And then,
basically, I just moved off into the John Ts.
They're flavored cigars. And so I started smoking
those. And then from that I moved into the real
ones. It was kind of like a process type thing
(22-year-old female cLgar, ex-cigeu:ette smoker).
This "real vs. fad" dichotomy reinforces the cigau:
smoker's identity by framing it — objectification through
negative definition (Williams, 1994)." The true smoker
doesn't do it for the wrong reasons.

Men especially utilize

this method to reaffirm masculinity.

Both male amd female

cigar smokers believe wonen smoke because of the trend and
specifically for the image (see "The Female Who Smoke Cigeirs"
Males, more so than females, differentiate between the "real"
and the "fake" cigarx "There eure still times when you see people smoking
the little Swisher Sweets, amd you're like, 'That's so cute. God bless
you for trying. You went do%m to the little Safe%ray and you bought
those cheesy little things. Good for you' " (22 year-old male cigar and
pipe smoker).
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in Part Three).

One man reiterated what most believe: "I

think more wcxnen smoke cigeirs because the guys are smoking.
To fit in, be in the more social atmosphere of the group."
Some even say wOTien eu:e ruining the crafted indulgence.
"Like the whole belly-button ring was in for a while, now
it's cigars.

And with a lot of girls and wcxnen smoking

cigeirs now, a lot of these bars have no clue how to tend
them.

They don't really know how to keep them [fresh]."

Egalitarianism, as Victor Turner purported years ago, is
"threatening to the status systCTi" (Williams, 1994:110).
Admitting that "real" and "fad" (or male emd female) smokers
use cigars simileurly lessens one's claim to self-identity.
The dualism serves the identity-formation process well.

Even

one young male, who openly admitted to liking the fad euid
smoking because of the trend, was able to carve out his own
niche.

"I like the attention.

Every one of my friends

either has their cigarettes or their cloves, euid I'm the
cigsir smoker."

" AS does, on tbe other band, addressing smokers' "mul^lplici'ty
of experiences* and cigar rituals.
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Cigeur Etiquette

To become a real cigeur smoker r one must 1) gain
knowledge from tobacconists and magazines and 2) personalize
the ritual (Penney, 1992).

The trend smoker is easily given

away by the kind of cigeur he chooses, the types of
peuraphemalia he owns, euid the ways in which he smokes — how
he cuts it, lights it, holds it euid smokes it.

George Bums

supposedly smoked "cheap cigars" when entertaining, because
they don't reqpiire continual attention (Jeuiofsky, 1993).

The

real cigar smoker understemds how to attend his expensive
luxury.

While those claiming to be true aficionados stress

the importance of etiquette, however, many differing
practices actually exist.
Books and magazine articles reiterate the basics {5280,
1996; Penney, 1992; Garfinkel, 1991): selecting (personalize
the choices, spend $3 to $10 on each, and check for quality
and freshness); cutting (guillotine or v-cut, but never bite
the end off);" lighting (sulfur-free cedeu: matches, puff and
rotate to ensure em even light); smoking (only the first
14 M
I've just surv^lved a plane crash and can''t find my
cutter, may I bite off the end of my cigar?' — Yes" (Penney, 1992:140).
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two-thirds, refrain from inhaling — "you don't have taste
buds in your lungs"); re-lighting (always a no-no); ashing
(fine, crystal ashtrays, of course, which hold the cig£Lr
level as to prevent the "release of noxious ftimes); and
transporting euid storing (high-priced, climate-controlled
cigar cases). This emphasis on suitable ritual reiterates
cigau: smoking as control/release appropriation: Where is the
rebellion in following proper etiquette?

Furthermore,

variations in actual beliefs emd practices neurrow the gap
between cigeur aficionado emd trend smoker.

Men are more apt

to advocate cedar or hickory tapers emd wooden matches: "I
like matches — I mean, it's not like the hickory way, but
it's kind of 'old school.' "

But meuiy do use lighters, and

all different kinds, even though one ceui supposedly taste the
lighter fluid while drawing on the cigeur (and, thus, tainting
the tobacco).
Zippo [lighters] are great. They £ure a good way of
lighting cigars. They are perfect for lighting
cigeurs. They don't go out, they've got a good,
sturdy flame, amd they stay on there. You don't
have to keep anything under it. You Ccui hold it.
I had one of those butane lighters, those big,
giant things you use for cigars. It's easier to
light. Sometimes a match or a [regular] lighter

migh-k not work, if you don't do it very good.
got to get it right in the middle.

You

Male smokers, all who call themselves "real" cigar users,
accept vastly different lighting techniques, from buying
expensive, brand-name lighters to using any form available,
as two 28-yeeur-old men demonstrated:
This lighter, which is a Calibri. This is made
specifically for cigars. There's no taste and no
smell of the fluid. So, all you taste is the
cigzur. I've been using this other one, since [the
Calibri] hasn't been working, emd you cetn
definitely tell the difference.
I've noticed no difference between wooden matches,
ceurdboard matches, buteme lighters and. Zippo
lighters. I don't notice a difference.
Female cigar smokers, on the other hemd, stick to lighters
mostly for ease of use ("I tried to do matches, but it was <
pain in the butt"), or they have others light the cigeur for
them.

One 18-yeaur-old informeuit and her friends blatantly

flout proper lighting ritual:
Well, we have this big, economy-sized grill torch.
We have this nail on our balcony — we hang it on
there. And, so, everyone passes around the big
grill torch all the time. It's hilarious.
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Cutting practices also fluctuate.

Some purchase only pre-cut

or pre-tipped cigeurs, some have tobacconists cut them, some
merely bite the end off, and some only use guillotine
cutters.

Women reurely own or use cigar cutters of any kind.

While people's experiences appear unique emd personal,
there still persists a "pattezm of action and sentiment" that
blends the "true" and the "trend" cigeur smoker (Williams,
1994:106).

Consequently, those who deem themselves true

aficionados must behave accordingly to signify they eire not
peurt of the trend, while simultaneously carving out an
identity to distinguish themselves from other "real" smokers.
It is a negotiated interplay between self and other.
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Tobacco As Iden-tity

Smoking is "a. behavior that cem be tried on" (Nichter et
al., 1997:23) and, if one likes it or grows addicted to it,
accepted as part of daily life.

The first cigar for most

smokers is usually the kind found in a grocery or convenience
store — what "true" smokers call "fake" or "fad" cigeirs.
From there, they ab£mdon these cheaper cigars for "real"
ones, thus buying into the ccxmnodity euid embodying it as
identity.

A British study of teenage smokers concluded

cigarettes
may in part function both literally a«id
metaphorically as a "smokescreen" behind which
young people are e±>le to est£iblish their own
emerging adult identities beyond the peurental gaze
(OeJcley et al., 1992, cited in Nichter et al.,
1997:18).
But today's cigar smoker tends to initiate the habit past the
adolescent yeeurs, removed frOTi the direct parental gaze.
cem "adult identity" still be in question?

The "stable" and

"enduring" identity is a misguided notion in America;
identity as self euid opposed to others is constantly
questioned emd reaffirmed.

How

If this were not so, our
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promotion-crazed capi-kalis-t system would fail in meurketing
euid selling its wide veuriety of products.

Perhaps, instead,

cigeu: smokers in their 20s euid 30s attempt to establish
identity beyond the peer group gaze (see "Peer Pressure As A
Culture-Bound Syndrome" below).
The seduction of tobacco is, in part, its promise of
uniqueness emd nonconformity.

Cigars eure a "great way to set

yourself apeurt" (Smith, 1996:116), whether others find the
habit exotic or disgusting.

The cigar dinner, for exeunple,

supposedly "brings a certain dignity to people who have had
to 'sneedc' their smokes ... or sit in the most unattractive
part of the restaurant ... cuid be made to feel sepeurate euid
definitely unequal" (Smith, 1996:117).

At the seune time,

individuality can be found within the group: There cire many
cigair breuids, more so than cigarettes, frcxn which to choose.
And while enjoying one's personal pick, cigar beurs eind clubs
also supply a variety of drinks.

The Martini Club in Atlemta

boasts more than 54 different types of meurtinis, all robust
to match the strong tastes of the cigeu: user. The club's
manager, Kristen Sullivam, explains the connection to
identity formation:
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11^'s a whole era tha-b's re-emerging. ... It's no-t
jus-k the cigars eund meurtinis that eure hot, it's the
people cOTiing in wearing fedoras eind funky glasses.
People like to dress up — I call it hip casual —
and come in here euid hold a meirtini. They like
feeling smeirt (Goldman, 1996).
Alongside the American demand for individualism exists
notions of self^improvement (Nichter euid Nichter, 1991) —
variations of the "pull-yourself-up-by-your-bootstraps"
theme.

In this decade, the cigeur is social capital euid

uniqueness can be purchased.

These "techniques of the self,"

as Foucault called than, where ideology is reproduced at the
site of the body," involve the constitution of a subject
within the play of symbols euid practices (Knauft, 1994:414).
Thus, the creation and re-creation of identity results from
the embodiment of self through the objectification of others
(Williams, 1994).
[The] division between the self euid others is
formed jointly by lines of externally imposed power
and the active pushing of the self against these.
Though one may not change the total field of force
outside, one can reposition one's own identity to
bend lines of power and create an altered space for
self-configuration (Foucault cited in Knauft,
"The body is inscribed (intextuated) through acts of terror as
well as aesthetic practice, punishment as well as pleasure* (Nichter and
Nichter, 1991:250).

1994:415).
Moreover, one doesn't have to c^pletely resist power
structures in order to establish identity.

Subjects cem

constitute themselves as individuals through em active emd
creative process of subjectification, as both Foucault and
Gramsci discussed (Knauft, 1994).

As subjects, individuals

are then able to expand upon emd resist structures of power
and knowledge or, in other words, find identity within
conformity.
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Social Smoking

Regeurding the "firs-k time," cigar smokers begin in
social situations.

That very first cigar is usually

memorable; most infonoeuits described their first times with
detail.

Oft times, initiation occurs at pcurties, where a

seasoned cigar smoker offers the individual a cigeur.

Later,

these new smokers will then entice others to smoke in simileur
environments.

While peer pressure euid peer culture among

adolescent cigarette smokers have been studied extensively,
much remains unlcnown about the influences exerted on adults.
Cigarette statistics in the United States show more men smoke
emd smoke heavily than women, but both are more likely to
teUce up cigarettes if friends, especially same-sex friends,
use them (Rogers, 1991).

Findings by Nichter et al. (1997)

corroborate this data: Teenage girls admitted trying
cigarettes because of their female friends.

Concurrently,

however, they also denied feeling peer pressure to smoke and
were, in fact, under "little overt pressure to initiate
smoking."

The term "pressure" may be misleading, implying

noticeable acts of force rather than compelling influences.
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Peer pressure is even heurder to gauge with cigeu: smokers
since cigeurs convey ideas of willfulness emd personal choice.
Despite insistence on individualism and denouncement of
outside influences, both male and female cigar smokers
initiate and continue the habit in social environments.

When

asked eibout typical rituals, informants replied similarly:
I'd say one of two possibilities. One is either in
a bar or restaurant, the other out with friends,
that sort of thing. And it's very often when I
meet my college friends again (28-yeeur-old male
cigar smoker).
It's usually a bar scene or if [my friends eind I]
were to play ceirds, something like that. Or
celebrations a lot of tines. New Year's was a big
cigar smoking time, especially when we were in
Vegas. We couldn't see because there was so much
smoke in there (22-year-old male cigeur smoker).
Another even called the cigeur "a social instriiment."

And few

rarely smoke alone.
I can't remember the last time I did [smoke alone].
It's usually a social thing (18-yeeur-old male cigeo:
smoker).
More than often, it's usually a social thing,
because of my friends. We'll be like, "Okay, let's
go get some cigars." I have smoked alone. I don't
smoke alone a lot. I've probably only seriously
smoked a cigar alone like three times (21-year-old
male cigar smoker who's smoked for four years).
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One female informeuit confused "smoking alone" with "failing
to share": "X had people over one time, auid I smoked a cigeur
by myself because no one weuited it.

But I didn't ceure.

I

loved it."
Yet most denied feeling pressure to try cigeurs.

Perhaps

this is due to the belief that peer pressure exists only
during the adolescent yeeurs, when identity issues follow a
rollercoaster pattern until one emerges a stable, unwavering
adult.

This is especially true for men.

Since society

focuses its normalizing gaze on women and highlights cheuiging
life stages, physical attributes and roles, we expect women
to have insecurities euid vulnereibilities where identity is
concerned (see "A Means Of Transgression" in Part Three).
But identity is in flux for both genders, euid advertising
relies on this miscalculation.

And the less we acknowledge

our susceptibilities, the more power advertisers euid peer
cultures have, and "we become increasingly enmeshed in forces
that incite our own relationship to ourselves" (Foucault
cited in Knauft, 1994:415).
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Peer Pressure/Peer Culture

Limiting exposure euid access to teens has been one of
the main goals of emti-tobacco initiatives since the mid1960s.

Because adolescents are unsure of themselves, they

must contend with pressures from peers euid face countless
images supplied by advertisers and the media.

Clinton, in

his 1991 speech, reaffirmed the st£ible adult/vulnerable
adolescent juxt^aposition.
Adults are cap2d>le of making their own decisions
about whe^er to smoke. But we all know that
children are especially susceptible to the deadly
temptation of tobacco euid its skillful meurketing.
... We all know that teenagers are especially
susceptible to pressures ... [emd] campaigns aimed
at exploiting their insecurities and uncertainties
cdxaut life {New York Timest 1991:A6).
This dichotomy strengthens the perception of the adolescent
as a child requiring protection auid furthers the illusion of
the steadfast adult.

Adult rationalizations for cigar use,

however, mimic those given by cigarette-smoking teens (see
Nichter et al., 1997). Even Clinton defends himself: "I
admit that I did, I did [smoke a cigeur] when Captain O'Grady
was found because I was so happy.

It was a form of
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celebration.
issue.

But I don't think you should let that be the

The issue is whether the children are smoking

cigarettes in this country" {New York Times, 1991:A6).

It is

interesting to note the tobacco industry used the same tactic
in its defense, when five of the nation's tobacco companies
sued to block the FDA from regulating cigarette sales,
promotion amd distribution.

Steve Parrish of Philip Morris

claims the FDA's "hidden agenda was to prohibit cigarette
smoking by adults," trying to remove adult smoking under the
guise of protecting youth frcan starting (Collins, 1995).
Whether individuals euid organizations acknowledge it,
there is considerable peer influence with cigaur smoking.
Every informant mentioned feeling anxious with his or her
first cigar.

One must leeum how to smoke a cigeur and how to

do so properly.

The importance of proper etiquette and the

social environments in which smoking begins have already been
emphasized.

Similarly, though, are notions of the initiation

process: Knowledge passes frcm an experienced smoker to the
amateur.

"Paurt of the joy of the first time," said one

informant, "is learning to do it right.

A lot of people just

jump in ... emd they bite off the tip or something.

I mean.
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you jus-t kind of cringe."
e-tlquet:t:e, however.

Education Is more than jus-k

As many have conceded, "It was so hcurd

to leam not to Inhale."
And I wasn't really sure whether X was supposed to
Inhale [the first time], but I remembered heeiring
people say that you weren't. So, I really didn't
know what I was doing. It was like, "What do I
do?" So, it was scary — well, not scary, but I
just didn't know what I was doing emd I was
pretending like I did (22-yeeu:-old female cigar,
ex-cigarette smoker).
And lacking correct cigaur-smoking knowledge 1) invites
ridicule from coxinterparts amd 2) undermines one's status as
a "real" cigsir user.

A 19-yeeur-old male described his first

time at his brother's engagement dinner; coughing after
inhaling by misteUce made him the object of banter and
derision among his relatives.

Or this experience with

fraternity brothers:
A bunch of us were at a restaureuit once, auid a
friend of mine said, "Do you smoke cigars?" "Sure,
I smoke cigars." "Well, here, have one." I didn't
know what I was doing auid inhaled it. I got really
sick €md everyone had a good laugh. And then they
kind of explained how it works.
Another recounted her friend's first cigar, who smoked it at
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her insistence: "She'd never smoked one before.

And she

steurted coughing — she doesn't really smoke cigeurettes amd
she inhaled.

She inhaled and steurted coughing.

We were all,

'Ha, ha, ha.' "
The uneducated smoker is, as informants claimed, easy to
detect.
It's embeurrassing for me to see people smoking who
have no clue what they're doing. It just looks
funny. Like, there was this guy smoking a cigeur
... sitting at this microbrew compeuiy in Los
Angeles, and he had no clue what he was doing. It
kept burning and burning, euid I was dying the whole
time: "Please, let me just go over there emd ash it
for him."
Moreover, once one knows how to smoke correctly, image while
smoking becomes key.
look good."

"You have to do it in a certain way to

There is a method to it, "especially when you're

trying to be suave and. whatever.
you're kissing it.

You're supposed to pretend

So, sometimes I'll do that emd try to

look really good doing it."
Ignoring the pressures and influences to smoke on the
grounds adults aure confident in their identities only thweurts
tobacco-free efforts.
during our adult yeaurs,

Whether we acknowledge peer influences
we aure still affected by them.
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Negotia-ting Identity

Understanding the formation and reformation of identity
brings issues of Bourdieu's symbolic capital, Foucault's
micro-power, emd commodity fetishism to the foreground.
Symbolic, or cultural, capital comes from Pierre Bourdieu's
theory of power which 1) creates a Meirxist-based dualism (the
material base and the superstructure/ideology) eund 2) reifies
"status or esteem" (Free, 1996:402). It is rooted in
cultural, economic emd political forces emd must be
recognized by other agents.
not dureUsle.

Symbolic capital, therefore, is

It fluctuates alongside these forces, even more

so than actual capital.
This capital is then a basis of "symbolic power,"
something that objectively structures a "field" ...
and yet symbolic capital is dependent on the views
of agents. ... Moreover, being dependent on
recognition, the criteria according to which status
is recognized are vulnereible to change (Free,
1996:402).
In the eeurly 1970s, Michel Foucault also began discussing
power, emphasizing, instead, power at the level of the
individual (Patton, 1987).

This "micro-power" focuses
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a-t-kention on -the coercion emd resistance of bodies. Power is
exercised at the site of the body, thus producing and re
producing ideology as well as creatiing subjects of different
kinds.
These forms of power identify emd coordinate
certain kinds of bodies, ges-tures, discourses and
desires in such a way that: t:hey constitute
subjec-ts, in both senses of the term: individual
persons fixed to a certain identity emd by the same
movement subject to a certeiin regime of power
(Patton, 1987:237).
Added to all of this is the lure of advertising and the
vision of the "good life," which "is achieved Icurgely through
commodity fetishism" (Nichter emd Nichter, 1991; Alexainder
euid Alexander, 1994).

Advertising and media influences

assist us in embodying the seemingly conflicting ideologies
of capitalism (such as producer/consumer, control/release,
self/other, individual/community dichotomies) emd, more
importantly, they help "naturalize the ideal."

These

societal ideals are based on pleasures and desires and
juxtapose self and others.

Marketing readily gives us images

for identity formation along with products to help create
those images; it relies on the insteibility of the self.

In
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fact, advertising often questions and reaffirms our
identities for us.
Identity then results from negotiations between
definitions of self emd influences of peer culture.

This

explains why, exactly like teenage girls euid cigarettes,
adults in their 20s and 30s teJce up cigeurs in social
situations while simultaneously touting individuality and
autonc»ny.

Nichter et al. (1997) discovered that adolescent

females feel more internal, rather theui peer, pressure to
conform, though in light of the current discussion, these may
arguably be the same.

For cigar smokers, conformity isn't so

much valued as uniqueness, something one does which sets him
apart.

But it is also scxnething one does which signifies

acceptemce within an "elite" group.
Tedcing Foucault a step further, it may be that "personal
agency eurticulates the tension between individual will euid
structural determinism" (Knauft, 1994:414-415) — that within
this negotiation gray-area, people can claim something
everyone else is doing as unique to their personality."
This dualxs'tlc concept is not some-thing unique to t:he American
way of life. Tobians of Micronesia use tobacco in ways that stress
conformi-ty while exal-ting personal autonomy. Tobacco use rielps solidify
what it means -to be Tobian. Part of being Tobian, as in America, is
also being an individual (Black, 1984).
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Cigars

euid

cigeu: bars, for example,

cure

said to draw everyone

from "yuppie refugees to Generation Xers."

As

"eclectic"

indulgence, anybody emd everybody can do it euid "fit in"
(Goldm£Ui, 1996).

In this sense, following the pledge of

American egalitariemism, everyone has a chemce at the "good
life."

The embodiment of image as identity, then, seems to

occur sometime between when the cigar is bought and when it
is smoked.
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IMAGES OF THE GOOD LIFE

Image, in America, is paramount.

Often, it affects us

at such subtle levels, we cure unaweure of why we desire the
things we do.

As a IS-yesur-old high-school student

questioned, "I see a lot of ads that try to make smoking look
good, like girls in a car smoking. ... What does that have to
do with it?" (Kershaw, 1995:A6).

Sense of style is

intimately tied to issues of individuality.

Articles written

for the new cigar smoker advise a "cigeur, like clothing,
should conform to one's image, shape, emd proportion, like a
suit" (Penney, 1992).

Cheryl Robinson of Le Cigar in New

York simileurly explains, "Some men smoke cigeurs like wearing
em Armeuii suit or driving a Ferari," though she says she does
it for the "pleasure and taste" (Collins, 1995:A1).

This

response is common: Most people claim others smoke cigaxs for
image, while they themselves do so for personal reasons like
relaxation emd taste.
However, it is difficult to ignore the cigar as a
symbol, em "emblem of money, sex, style and power," being
promoted by the media emd, especially, Meurvin Shanken: "What
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Playboy did for nudity. Cigar Aficionado is doing for cigaurs"
(Grossberger, 1996:50).

One can even smoke a premium cigar

with the beuid left on, like weeuring a pair of Guess? jeans or
a Ccurtier bracelet:; following proper et^iquette is also sure
to "cement your reputation" as part of the upper class
(Kasper, 1996).

The purchasing of image is then rationalized

as demand for quality.
[BeUsy-boomers] are coming into eui age bracket: where
they eure coming to enjoy the nicer things in life.
If they have a t^eer, it's microbrewed. They
drink good Cognacs and single mal-ts. They go out
less, and when they do, quality is of essence
(cigar-bar owner cited in Meurriott, 1995:56).
It's not just a Miller and a Marlboro euiymore — 2inyone can do
that.

Instead, the premium cigeur euid the life that goes with

it demonstrate "one has arrived" and. is peurt of a "hedonistic
lifest:yle [of] expensive jewelry, liquors, smd automobiles"
(Trillin, 1996; Jordan, 1994)."
There is no doubt the cigeur has made a comeback, and new
smokers are focused on the best that money cem buy.

Both

Cigar Aficionado eind Smoke admit meurket:ing a wealt^hy,
"Among cigaret'te users, the incidence of smoking declines as
socioeconomic status rises. With cigar and pipe smokers, the reverse is
true. (Among men with family income over $40,000, more than 5 percent
smoke cigars or pipes)* (Seligman, 1989:123).
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indulgent, transcontinental, feuitasy lifestyle, which in turn
promotes sales of premium cigars (Adams, 1995; Jordem, 1994).
All those involved with cigeurs profit as well.

Cigsur dinners

and events have spread like an epidemic, costing anywhere
from $60 to $200 per person; cigeur clubs, for as little as
$2000 to join and $150 a month, are ritzy amd plush.
Celebrities also help further the cigar's connection to
status, wealth and fame and, thus, its attraction.
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Image In The 1990s

Bourdleu, in his theories of heibitus and power, bases
individual choice, strategy emd action on cultural rules and
structures.

What he fails to include, however, are the

"economic, social and political forces which create them"
(Free, 1996: 399). Progressing through the last decade of
the millennium, economic and political, emd therefore social,
trends have cheuiged in the United States, accounting for cui
increasing emphasis on consezrvative ideals emd the life of
luxury.

In August, 1982, the Dow finally began to turn

around, ending a seemingly intermineible slump.

Simileur

chemges have occurred in the nation's economic forces since
then (Stein, 1994).

"Few could foresee it, but the longest

bull meurket of the century was edsout to begin, producing eui
orgy of conspicuous consumption" (Penney, 1992:140).

In the

decade following, conservative directions in politics re
surfaced as well, as the Republicans assumed control of
Congress in 1994.

Norman Sheurp, president of the Cigar

Association of America, believes these trends are part of an
"emgry white male backlash" (Collins, 1995:D3).

Meuiy cigars

smokers and joumalis-bs assert similar laissez-faire
sentiments:
Cigar-smoking is a manifestation of the nation's
neo-conservative, liberteurian, euiti-p.c. mood; it's
a flagreuit, fashionable way to say MYOB (Harrison,
1995).
Today, one chooses ... not a cigeurette (which is
inhaled) but a cigsur (which is not). ... In
sticking to safe pleasures such as a cigeu: ... a
person decleures his allegiance to the leading
ideology of the day. ... Secular left-liberalism,
which took God away from us ... now seeks to take
away even the consolation of genuine pleasures
(Rusher, 1995).
I think it's part of the whole New World Order
stemce, where it's not so cool to be hippie
emymore, euid the whole cheuige in tone in the U.S.
that's going on. And sort of a resurgence of,
well, colonial values. You know, "The U.S. is
still number one," that kind of thing. And
everybody [is ] trying to be upper-class. ... I
think it's coming out now because we're in an
historical time period where it's importemt to be
better off than look like a welfaure mother, because
there's so much stigma against that (34-yeeu:-old
female cigeur, ex-cigeurette smoker).
The 1990s is the decade of "luxury goods," a logical
continuation of the "me-generation" of the '80s, which
embraced everything from champagne and wine to skis euid
bremd-name luggage (Sosnoff, 1996).

Even Shaken's Cigar

Aficionado, published since 1992, is a direct offshoot from
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his Wine Spectator magazine of the '80s.

And he has used

Wine Spectator to promote Cigar Aficionado.

In 1991, Shcuiken

hosted the Wine Spectator's "Wine Experience" semineir, which
included classes on the art of cigeu: smoking.

Merely

reiterating the control/release dichotomy, one journalist
concluded of this experience, "The 1990s may have been
declared the Age of Retrenchment, but here the Good Life was
not only lived but taught" (Alexander, 1991:C10).

Cigsurs,

then, cure euid have been intimately tied to the abcuidonment of
"economizing" emd the procurement of excess.

The cigsur is

both "the nightlife accessory of the decade" amd a way to
conjure an "old-world, gentlemen's-club feeling" (Rausfeld,
1991).
Moreover, cigeurs signify the passing of time, much like
other forms of tobacco.

Unlike cigarettes, though, they are

more thaui a mere emxiety-driven, five-minutes-at-a-time,
legitimized breeUc from the workday. The cigeur is not about
"instauit gratification.

No, that's the whole thing. ... It's

a recreation, so you can't do it all the time." They eure,
instead, thought of "more in terms of eui indulgence.

If you

are smoking a cigeur, you cure taking the time to have leisure.
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And smoking cigaurettes is not so leisurely in a lot of
people's minds, because it is seen as an addiction," whereas,
as has been shown, cigars cure not.

Both, however, remain

integral peurts in reproducing our consumer/producer society.
With either, not only is one teUcing a breedc from the rigors
of work but also the responsibilities of life: "The secret of
the inhale is to forget everything since adolescence"
Vollmer, 1992:78).
Evading responsibility is seen as a luxury of the
wealthy.

When one ceases to worry aibout money issues, much

of life can be teUcen for granted.

At the posh Windows on the

World Cigar Lover's Night in New York, one diner was asked,
"Ceui you taste your food?"

"No," he replied, "but it doesn't

matter" (Goldberg, 1992:46), lending to the belief that
cigars, at their base, eire props for conspicuous consumption.
This is a feur cry from the "personal reasons" cigeur smokers
advocate.
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Meuiipulating The Symbol

Init:lal findings suggest men and women manipulate the
cigeo: as symbol differently.

This is not so surprising, at

first, since the cigar is still considered "more masculine"
cuid the smoking status of women has historically been
monitored euid checked.
exceptions,

In most societies, with few

men smoke more euid more heavily them women.

What comes as a shock cure the distinct ways men euid women in
the United States today appropriate cigeu: use." CXir usual
normalizing gaze directing attention on the female occludes
questioning why men smoke as well as what pressures they
face.

While both claim smoking for "pleasure," "taste" 2uid

"relaxation," the male smoker in general distinguishes
between the "real" emd the "feUce" more often, emphasizes
proper etiquette, emd owns more peuraphemalia (e.g., cutters,
lighters, carrying cases emd humidors).

He calls himself a

"cigcu: smoker," rather than "someone who smokes cigars" — an
" See Heald, 1991, and Alexander and Alexander, 1994.
" While reasons involve the questioning and either reproduction
or transgression of gendered identity, Alexander and Alexander (1994)
propose gender differences in tobacco use accon^any the commodification
of tobacco products.
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appellat;ion given by most women — despises its present
populeurity, and purchases higher-priced products.

On the

other hand, the female smoker doesn't differentiate between
"real" and "fad," smokes cheaper cigeurs, cmd actually likes
the current trend.

She disregcurds "proper etiquette," rarely

cuts her own (smoking mostly pre-cut or pre-tipped kinds),
and dispenses with matches and humidors.
Concerning influences and access to information, both
men euid women readily recognize cigar-smoking celebrities and
gain knowledge from tobacconists.

The majority of

celebrities, however, eure male, including politicieuis, actors
and athletes.

Moreover, men read and subscribe to Cigar

Aficionado to increase their expertise;" women often refer to
male peers.

An IS-year-old female cigeurette smoker explained

her male neighbors buy her cigeurs for her.
cigar do you weuit today?' they ask me.

" 'What kind of

And I'm always, 'I

don't know.' "
Finally, most interesting is that every female
"A lot: of trial and error.
(28-year-old male).

Magazines like Cigar Aficionado"

"I usually have soiiiet:hing in mind [when I go to buy cigars],
because I've either been looking through Smoke or Cigar Aficionado"
(35-year-old male).
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intierviewed was either a cigeurette smoker or ex-cigarette
smoker, whereas nearly all the men expressed disgust at the
mention of cigcurettes.

This finding, amd the ones discussed

above, lend to the conclusion that men embody the cigeu:smoker identity while women use it for transgresslve purposes
(see "The Blale Cigeu: Smoker" euid "The Female Who Smokes
Cigars" below).
Despite the visibility of smoking statistics among women
advertised by the media, Sheuiken £md tobacco-related
organizations, the womaui cigeur smoker remains a rcurity.

Host

informants didn't even know any, euid women interviewees, in
fact, admitted feeling uncomfortable smoking a cigar in
public and refrained from doing so.

The female cigar smoker

is an oddity emd, along with merely being a woman in the
first place, logically enough catches the public's eye.

Her

act of trauisgression, then, backfires, since both men and
women believe other females smoke cigeurs for attention, males
for personal reasons euid pleasure.
Finally, this distinction between embodied and
trainsgressive identity accounts for the leirger number of male
smokers emd their insistence on continuation throughout life.
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as they climb further up the proverbial ladder.

Women,

conversely, question how long they will enjoy the heibit, some
even emphasizing conflict between being a cigar smoker and a
"good mother" or "proper daughter-in-law."
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The Male Cigcur Smoker

Men use tobacco more o£t:en tihem women, wit:h few
excep-tions (Alexauider euid Alexetnder, 1994).

Even greater

gender differences exist for cigeurs, pipes and smokeless
tobacco (Waldron, 1991).

Cigar smoking has been considered

"something men do" for the last 150 years.

Cigeur holders,

for example, were installed for men in the first-class
bathrooms on the Titanic (Wade, 1986);^^ euround this same
time, with the opening of the IRT subway system in New York,
the mayor completed the officia^l first run and, before
relinquishing the controls, smoke a stogie in celebration.
And successful, passionate and extremely-masculine role
models (e.g., from Ulysses S. Greuit, Orson Welles, W.C.
Fields and Groucho Marx to George Burns, JFK, Donald Trump
and David Letterman) were and are never seen without their
bits of the rolled leaf.

Strangely, though, cigeu: smokers in

the '90s put forth the impression women are more concerned
with image, not men.

Regarding cigars, however, the reverse

"In the first-class smoking lounge on the deck beneath the
bridge (A Deck), the aroma had become pleasingly masculine: tobacco
smoke, whiskey, leather, and salt air' (Senate-hearings testimony cited
in Hade, 1986:173).
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is true.
Society's gaze scrutinizes female behavior euid often
overlooks the male, strengthening ideas of the vulnereible
womem (see discussion on identity in Part Two 6dx>ve).

As

Nichter et al. found, "the association between smoking
initiation and friends' smoking is stronger for girls theui
boys, suggesting that girls may be more susceptible to social
influences them boys" (1997:20).

While this may be true, it

is important to note males cure subject to peer and marketing
pressures as well.

Male cigar users in their 20s euid 30s

rarely smoke alone; usually, they do so at a beur, with male
friends or, on occasion, with one or two cohorts on the back
porch.

Furthermore, they described tense social moments

during their or their friends' first times.

A female

informemt agreed:
It's sort of a masculine, macho thing to get other
people to smoke them. "Oh, you're going to have a
cigaor, too, right? I'm having one, you should have
one. What? You're not meui enough to smoke a
cigar?" That sort of thing. As a girl you can
always say, "Well, that's okay. I don't have to
teike you up on that." But then you cem also go
dovible or nothing. "Yeah, I'm going to have one."
The cigar, then, begins to symbolize all that is considered
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"male," for both men and women.

Celebrities, the media and

advertising aid the construction of masculinity.

People

"lecim to associate consumer goods [like cigeurs] with ...
desircible attributes" (Nichter euid Nichter, 1991:258), which
increase one's status emd symbolic capital with members of
both the opposite emd same sex.
These "desirable attributes" that cigars promise are all
inherently "male" by society's stcuideirds. "History," David
Tang of Hong Kong's Pacific Cigar Compeuiy believes, "is made
by those who smoke cigeurs" (Sender, 1992:90).
with power eure nothing new.

Connections

In Engleuid, Churchill smoked

cigars while defeating the Germans.

In Mexico, the cigar was

the symbol euid "badge of the feudal lord, the patr6n"
(Ulibcurri, 1997:8).

In America, President Kennedy reportedly

sent out for 1,000 Petit Upmanns before signing the Cuban
embcirgo (Penney, 1992:144).

Other powerful and successful

historical figures spring to mind — Freud, Hemingway, Calvin
Coolidge, Edweird 6. Robinson, Jack Benny — and these eure just
a few.

Even President Clinton, FDA Commissioner David

Kessler, emd Supreme Court judges Clarence Thomas and Antonin
Scalia smoke cigeurs {Chronicles, 1994).

In June 1996,
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Esquire ("The Magazine for Men") examined men's "favorite
things;" the cover depicted John Travolta puffing away.
The belief that rich euid masculine cigars maUces one look
rich and masculine is appeirent (Heurrison, 1995).

In the

mid-1980s, for instcuice, the Ritz-Ceurlton in Boston hosted
its first cigeur dinner, costing $250 per person; they held
it, of all places, in the ladies' tea room (Penney, 1992).
The abundance of cigar gadgets, from cutters, lighters,
humidors and apparel to the cigar holder for golfers (the
"T-Gar"), also appeals to the modern male."

Business

enterprises 2md get-rich-quick-off-the-trend schemes (like
the Figarro-Cigeirro, cookies shaped like the smoke [Cook,
1997]) profit from the male who questions his identity"Cigar Aficionado can be seen as the Martha Stewart Living
for males, a guidebook for the man who is not quite secure
about whether he has truly become what we used to call in my
high school a suave dog" (Trillin, 1996).
Why eire men in their 20s and 30s, even those who hate
cigsorettes, taking up the cigeu:?

The Ciigeur Association of

America, which represents 55 cigar comp€uiies, claims it's "a
" cigar paraphernalia has increased excessively, in the 1800s,
while the cigar was quite popular among men, cigar gadgets consisted
mostly of cutters (Lighter, 1996).
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time when they weuit to make a personal statement" (Gcurfinkel,
1991: C6), and the Europeem editor of Cigar Aficionado says,
"It shows you have attitude" (Carty, 1995:45).

These heurdly

sound like the actions of individuals beyond the reach of
social pressures.

While adolescent cigcurette smoking may be

a mcurker for social status by mimicking adulthood (Nichter et
al., 1997:38), cLgar smoking can be deemed a meurker for
successful adulthood — "a power tool [emd] a shortcut for
young men to polish their image" (Harrison, 1995) — as well
as masculinity.

Some even believe the popularity of the

cigeur is a means of reifying boundaries of what's "male" and
"female," a rebellion against women "invading" all other
realms of life.^^

Anthropological reseeurch of the Americein

bachelor party asserts the importeuice of such gender
boundaries: The bachelor peurty questions the groom's
masculinity, and he is objectified emd feminized for
eUoeindoning the male cohort and "going to the other side"
(Williams, 1994).
Male status is also tied to the kinds of cigars one
smokes.

Obtaining the illegal Cuban requires "contacts" and

" In the 1920s and earlier, cigars «rere the pleasures of men: The
women would "retire" from the dining room after dinner to let the men
smoke their cigars and pipes (Jeffers and Gordon, 1997).
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money (Naj, 1996) and, compared with cigeurettes, cigars eire
something "real men do" that sets them apart from "wimps"
(Jordem, 1994).

Smoking tcJces confidence and rebelliousness

(Abu-Nasr, 1996) euid is deemed a pleasvire appropriate only
for the hardy few (Ryeui, 1996).

Tobacco use is intimately

tied to identity, throughout history emd across cultures;
Even the Tobisms of Micronesia use tobacco consumption to
demarcate the intelligent, autonomous and competent adult
(Blade, 1984).

Cigars, moreover, aure directly connected with

male identity — Playboy even produces its own cigars,
complete with Hugh Hefner's initials and bunny insignia
(MediaWeek, 1996).

Some men even use them as a way to pick

up women (Heurrison, 1995) and be more social, more willing to
talk to people they don't know.

But cigar books directed at

the male reader reirely accentuate these ideas of image and
masculinity, instead focusing on the history of tobacco, the
cigcur-making process, and the invasion of women into the
smoking eurena.

On the other h£uid, cigeir guides for women

openly discuss how to "get by" in a cigeur conversation
(without really leauming about them), how to send the "right"
image, emd how to gain the attention of men (Kasper, 1996).
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These t:ypes of books cmd t:he popular press seem t:o reverse
the reasons why men and women smoke cigeurs.

While most; admit

finding it cm attention-grabber, women use the cigcur as a
tramsgresslve prop, not to emphasize femininity.
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The Female Who Smokes Cigeurs

The majority of male smokers aire offended by the cigar's
populeurity, stressing "[the trend] is not the reason I do it.
Some people might think, 'Oh, wow, he's kind of showing off,'
or whatnot, but that's not the reason I do it."

This is a

common sentiment concerning why men tcUce up cigeurs.

Most

think they do so for reasons outside of image euid social
pressures — they smoke because they want to. With women,
however, it is an altogether different story.

Both male and

female smokers believe women, since it is such an "odd" thing
for them to do, smoke for the attention euid because it is
"trendy" and "chic."
their counterpeurts.

Even wc»aen put forth this impression of
One speculated, "The men probably aren't

smoking cigars for the look, euid maybe the women eure.
of them.

Some

I mean, I probeibly started because I wanted to."

Male cigeir smokers were more condemning when questioned about
women, saying women think it's "neat":
And then you have the girls that are running euround
who eure more concerned with holding it in their
hcuid than actually smoking it. If you're going to
smoke it, you should actually enjoy it euid not try
to set any kind of trend. A lot of women eure
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solely doing it for trend purposes emd attention.
Because if you're in a beur and see a girl [smoking
a cigar], a lot of people point and look over.
"Look, look at that girl." And, of course, she's
loving it.
When asked if he thought more women are smoking, one 22-yeeLrold male replied, "Yes.

At least trying."

Even well-known

female celebrities eiren't given any credit as cigaur lovers
and

eure

openly patronized: "Demi Moore always makes an

atten^t to have a cigeir."

But mostly, men Icibel women "fad"

smokers because they believe women won't continue auid then
their reasons for smoking will be obvious: "The real cigar
smokers will be the ones, when the women euren't smoking them
cuiymore, who'll still be smoking their cigsurs."
Despite increases in some statistics, the number of
women smokers remains low.^*

Negating their peurticipation,

however, is condescending emd deterministic.

It is difficult

to believe women smoke "solely for attention" when most limit
cigar use in public, preferring to smoke alongside friends in
beurs or with boyfriends at home.
I would have to be in a really self-confident mood
About two percent of the estimated 10 million American cigeLr
smokers are women (Abu-Nasr, 1996).
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-to smoke a cigar in piiblic by myself. Smoking in a
beur with friends ... I could do that. But if I was
just out by myself, I don't know if I would really
smoke a cigeir. I would feel weird, like people
would think, "Who is that person? That is really a
weird thing for a womeui to do. (34-yeeur-old female
cigaur, ex-cigarette smoker).
Most reactions to the female smoker involve thinking it
"odd," "shocking" euid "sceuidalous," though one mam admitted
it "tcUces balls for a woman to smoke a cigar."

A female

informeuit characterized the woman who smokes in public as
confident: "The kind of womem that is comforteQ^le in a bar,
is comfortcible eiround men, is not just fawning over men.
one that is a self-confident individual."

But

But most men and

women reduce a womeui's courage and confidence to following
the fad — craving the image euid doing what everyone else is
doing.

It is, rather, the men who eure more apt to be "image"

smokers.
It is true women don't tcike cigeurs emd cigar ritual as
seriously, don't smoke as often, and euren't incredibly
particulair or knowledgeeible cQx>ut what they smoke.

But this

is because they are memipulating the symbol in a different
way.

They do not embody the cigeur-smoker identity but

instead use it for treuisgressive purposes — "since cigar
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smoking is more of a masculine thing, it's gender bending."
Transgression is a powerful eind often risky act.
time cind a place for it.

There is a

A womeui explained she would smoke

cigars in front of her own family, with her boyfriend or as a
tourist in another country such as Mexico.

"But I don't know

if I would do it in other contexts, like meeting my
boyfriend's pairents.

I don't want to have that kind of

attitude in that kind of a situation.

It's definitely

situational."
The female cigar smoker hasn't always been such an odd
occurrence; in the mid-19th century, women even had their own
type of cigar called "queens" (Jeffers and Gordon, 1997).
And today cigar companies have begun marketing to women,
hoping to increase numbers by developing female-oriented
campaigns (e.g., Nat Sherman International's ad featuring a
female with a cigeur surrounded by 11 tuxedoed men) and new
cigar sizes using existing brand names.

The advertising

tactics being used petition a woman's femininity and attempt
to chemge the female's relationship with cigars.

"Women have

never smoked too many stogies, but rcxnemce and sex appeal
have been key in such pitches through the yeeurs" (Lazarus,
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1989:92).

Promises of beauty and attention from men could

alter the cigeir's tremsgressive euid increase the incidence of
women smokers.
These "Culture of Beauty" meuieuvers rely on women's
susceptibility to image-enhancing fads.

They work, too, as

the cosmetics industry has proven: Women between 25 and 54
spend 35 percent more them the average consumer on products
pledging everlasting youth euid increased beauty.

"No one

meJces money when women feel good about themselves. ... So
mcuiy industries depend on wc»nen feeling insecure" (Jeem
Kilboume of Wellesley College cited in Steel, 1997:5D).
Reseeurch involving women and depression adds weight to the
aurgument.

"Women eure trained to invalidate their own

experiences, understeuidings, euid feelings and look to men to
tell them how to view themselves" (Steen, 1991:365).

In

terms of physician visitations and physical complaints,
doctors even treat women as attention-seekers (Verbrugge,
1984), cuid plastic surgeons believe women require more
treatment them men (Cleary et al., 1982).

Thus, women are

deemed both somatizers and devieuit bodies needing attention
(Ehrenreich, 1989; Wool emd Beursky, 1994; Nathanson, 1975).
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As cigsur smokers, women cure similarly reduced.

Authors

advise women to throw away their valium emd substitute a
cigar, and use a stogie to gain a man's attention instead of
revealing clothing.
men.

Cigeurs are, they say, ideal for meeting

And not just euiy meui — the cigeur lover is supposedly

not "commitment phobic" (Kasper, 1997; Jordeui, 1994).

Women

smokers, on the other heuid, cure using the symbol to their
advantage in other ways, either crossing over male boundcuries
or medcing the most of networking opportunities with affluent
clientele (Deutsch, 1996).
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A Meeuis Of Trcuisgression

Bo-th smokers emd non-smokers overestimate the prevalence
of female smoking, with both cigars and cigeurettes, lending
to the misguided belief that women are merely following fads
(Nichter et al., 1997).

They are Icdseled attention-seekers

because they are politically-oppressed bodies in social
structures based on inequality.

In general, this is true in

both Western and non-Westem cultures (Waldron, 1991).

Men

have more social power and women more restrictions and social
boundeuries.

Consequently, society's normalizing gaze focuses

on the female. CLgar smoking is, then, a creative way to
eneUale meurginalized and subjected voices, since liminality
cuid treuisgression are intimately connected.

The former draws

attention to the subject, and the latter blurs the categories
eund boundaries that produce the liminality in the first place
(Williaxns, 1994).

Thus, the female cigeur user has the

potential to transgress her femininity and reify it at the
same time.

Some informeuits believed wooien smokers to be

simulteuieously "confident" or "ballsy" (risk-tedcing as
masculine) as well as "exotic" and "sexy" (object of sex as
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feminine).

"Just holding this power prop at the end of your

fingers," claims one author, "gives today's wcxnan a certain
sense of liberation — as either a revolutionary feminist or a
romauitic feimne fatale" (Kasper, 1996:2).

A woman, so we are

told, can convey different feelings and images depending on
how she holds her cigar (along with, of course, a deUb of
strong perfume).
All-female cigaur events fiirther notions of
transgression.

Bella Luna Restaurant emd the Jack Daniel's

distillery in New Orleems have hosted widely publicized
dinners for women, requiring them to dress in "gangster
attire in keeping with the '20s Prohibition theme" (Smith,
1996:117).

Simileurly, a cigeur evening at Strings in Denver

titled "WINE-ing Women Dinner" flouted female stereotypes
(although the event was still covered in the society pages of
the local paper [Denzer, 1996]).

Thus, when she is given

credit, the female cigeur user is considered "brave" and
compared to the likes of Greta Geirbo, Virginia Woolf, and
"the 19th Century cigeur-smoking, pants-weauring French woman
writer George Semd" (Jordan, 1994).

And men, at times,

respond, though often not as advertisers and cigar companies

would like.

Meuiy "seem -to agree with actor James Belushi,

who opined, 'Wcmen should stay away from [cigar smoking].
It's none of their business.' ... [Cigars cure] the last
bastion of fraternity and male bonding" (Jordeui, 1994).
TeJcing transgression too far, then, can backfire.
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Reproducing Gendered Ideologies

While female cigeir smoking mocks the status quo, too
much transgression threatens the system.

Women who like

cigars contend with the stereotype of the woman who hates
cigars, which still exists.

This is similar to the female

who enjoys sex which, society claims, is an inherently
masculine pleasure.

The female smoker as "ballsy" emd sexy,

then, brings to mind the madonna/whore dichotomy.

Avoiding

Freudiein analyses as much as possible, many studies have
noted a connection between female smoking and promiscuity:
"The social pressures against women's smoking have been
linked to restrictions on wcmen's behavior" (Waldron,
1991:994).

Among the most Westernized groups in one

international study, few women used tobacco because, as they
explained, "cigarette smoking is inappropriate for females
and the females who do are usually prostitutes" (Alexander
and Alexcmder, 1994:607).

Here at home, Caminiti (1996)

insinuates a wcxnan smoking a cigcir conveys, not power and
prestige as it does for men, but "some other signal." This
signal could be either one of ultra-promiscuity or ultra-
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masculinity.

As a woman advised, "There's still that

undercurrent that it's a masculine thing.

And if a womcui's

doing it, you wonder eibout her sexual orientation."

Thus,

the trcuisgressive act c£uinot be taken too fetr, because a
cigar, like sex, is a symbol meuiipulated by men.^^
It is difficult to imagine women smoking to follow a
trend, when they are set apeurt by doing so, or to attract the
observations of men, who deem it "unfeminine."

Even though

in the eUsstract men thought it sexy, they were ambivalent
about whether they would date a female cigar smoker.
If there were two girls, identical twins, euid one
was smoking a cigeir and the other wasn't, I'd go up
to the one that wasn't. Just because I don't think
it's that feminine (28-yeeu:-old male smoker).
My opinion, actually, and this is kind of
contradictory. Like I said, I hate cigeurettes, so
cigars in a way kind of dull that. Even though I
enjoy smoking cigars, I don't find it attractive
that women do it (22-year-old male smoker).
Limits eure set upon us, as members of society, and we
develop creative ways to move around them.

But engaging in

liberating emd cosmopoliteui behaviors doesn't come without
" One bachelor explained, "A good cigar Is like sex: It takes
time to become a connoisseur and the best lasts a long time" (Harrison,
1995).

its costs.

Women who challenge the male-defined norms for

female behavior risk difficulties euid social ostracism and,
taken to extreme, even labels of mental illness (Steen,
1991).

At the very least in our culture of beauty, the

female smoker is essentialized as "image-monger" eind taken
less seriously.

Either way, according to Foucault,

resistemce aids in the reproduction of the social structure
reinstating the "epistemic premises it seems to oppose"
(Knauft, 1994:391).

The woman smoker, two female informants

explained, is caught between being reduced as an object to
gaze upon (euid thus disregarded) emd being outcast as a
lesbiem.
The women eire coming along, thinking it's cool,
following the men, emd they're seeing that you can
still look feminine and smoke a cigar. Unless you
didn't really look feminine in the first place
(40-year-old female cigar, ex-cigarette smoker who
mentioned how Brooke Shields, whose show "has no
cheuice of making it," can smoke a cigeir and look
feminine, because she is tall and skinny and "can
look feminine doing anything").
If a womeui is smoking a cigeur, a meui's going to
wonder what's going on [with her sexual
orientation]. If she's attractive, usually that
meems she's not a dyke, because there's that
stereotype that a dyke is not attractive (34-yeeurold female cigar, ex-cigau:ette smoker).
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DISCUSSION

Today, Americans are more aware of the dangers of
tobacco, and overall smoking rates eire slowly declining.

But

health officials euid groups like the American CcUicer Society
believe the tobacco industry is glamorizing cigars in order
to increase smoking in general (Collins, 1995).
In the guise of an upscale, cool thing to do, I see
the cigar smoking trend as damaging. ... From a
public health point of view, the single most
important activity to prevent is smoking. It
dwarfs all other risk factors for both cemcer emd
ceurdiovascular disease (Dr. Michael Thun of the ACS
cited in Laughinghouse, 1996).
From Surgeon General Terry until new, the heart of prevention
strategies has not changed.

Terry, Koop, FDA Commissioner

Kessler and President Clinton have all advocated increasing
legislation and teucation, limiting teen access, reducing
appeal and imagery, and emphasizing education (Sexton and
Biddle, 1996; Kershaw, 1995; Seligmem, 1989).

While these

eure important cuid necessary goals, the tobacco industry has
successfully managed such public health initiatives for
decades.

We need to develop new ways to push ahead in our
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weur on t:obacco.
to start.

Banning advert:ising has always been a place

Engleuid ended Hamlet Cigars' populeu: television ad

campaign in 1991, but the company found ways euround it,
offering videotapes of the sought-after connaercials (Bowers,
1991).

Obviously, television advertising hasn't been a

viable avenue for tobacco comp£uiies in the U.S. for years,
and Clinton's new legislation further limits sporting-event
promotions cuid billboeurd use.^^

But more needs to be done.

Tobacco t-axes seem to fail, except in the instemce of
the teenage user.

Since adolescent cigeur smoking is on the

uptake and cigeurette smoking is still on the raise,
increasing costs may discourage the young smoker.

The cigar

smoker in his 20s and 30s, however, indulge peurtly to imitate
the life of the wealthy, and. it is unclear how cigars taxes
will affect use in this age bracket (see Jeuiofsky, 1993).

On

the other hand, neeurly all cigar informants complained of
expense, blaming higher prices on the current fad.

Several

states (including New York, Connecticut, California emd
Washington) have already placed teuces on cigeurs, and it will
Although, the Cohabico Clgu Con^any successfully sells cigars
from kiosks at country clubs, golf games, the Republican National
Convention and the Kentucky Derby (Caulk, 1996). This is not unheard
of. Amateur entrepreneurs sell cigars at sporting events and street
fairs.
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be interesting to note their effectiveness (Penney, 1992).
Still, tobacco taxes curen't a promising avenue for
prevention.

As with most "designer" products in America,

cigar discounters have already emerged, gueureuiteeing all the
quality without the cost (Teitelbaum, 1996).
Where cigars and pipe tobacco eure concerned, the first
logical step is health IcUaels.

Neither eure required to print

Surgeon General's warnings on packaging.

The tobacco

industry, presently embroiled in law suits with the FDA over
their "jurisdiction" of tobacco (since it is "neither food
nor medicine"), would likely put up a strong counter to this
type of regulation (Collins, 1995; Neergaard, 1997).
No attack on tobacco use is vicible without addressing
its positive features, something euiti-tobacco campaigns
rarely do.

Tobacco is a legitimate reason to teUce a break

from work; it fills empty waiting periods; it facilitates
social relations and bonds; it decreases stress, tension and
anxiety; it reduces hunger and pain; £uid, as a stimulant, it
can boost energy levels when tired (Kline et al., 1989).
Moreover, cigars are associated with life's positive aspects
like wealth, fame, sexiness emd power.

Addressing positive
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benefits does not mean advocating use, but tobacco-free
organizations must understand why people enjoy tobacco before
figuring out ways to help them to stop.

Teasing out the

"why" is no simple matter — tobacco is deeply enmeshed in the
complicated fabric that entwines society emd individuals.
Since different social groups tend to manipulate tobacco in
different ways, it is importeuit to disaggregate tobacco data
by sex, ethnicity emd social status (Rogers, 1991).

The

latest tobacco trend has already begun enticing females and
adolescents (Forbes, 1992).

Efforts to interfere must

address reasons paurticulau: to each strata.

So feur, the only

anti-cigeur campaign, carried out by San Francisco's TobaccoFree Project, used 30-second cable television commercials
attempting to de-glamorize the heibit, specifically taurgeting
women." The commercial emphasized the image angle, which may
not be an effective ploy if female smokers are using the
cigar to cross boundaries of masculinity.

Moreover, women

are peurticulaurly at risk because 1) most are cigeirette and
" An at-trac-tive mman was shown dropping her cigar on the
sidewalk and stopping to check her teeth with a compact. A man and his
dog followed behind; noticing the cigar, he assumes it belongs to his
dog and picks it up with a pooper-scooper. The message exclaimed,
"Cigars: They look like what they smell like. Don't put them in your
mouth" (Alonyik Hrushow, personal communication).
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ex-cigarette smokers euid 2) they tend to prefer cigarillos
and smaller cig£urs.

Both increase the probability that women

cure using the cigar as cigeirette, smoking more often and

inhaling.

But men aire at risk, too, since the men enticed by

cigars are usually non-smokers, a group once deemed exempt
from the lures of tobacco.
Furthermore, euiti-tobacco efforts aimed at teens require
consistency; those in the public's view can't condemn
cigarettes while promoting cigars.

The separation confuses

the issue, and the compcurison renders cigars "safe tobacco."
For example, smoking cigars is now a graduation tradition at
a Catholic high school in Little Rock, Arkansas; the priest
at this school smokes them himself and claims "the damage is
minimal" (Atkinson, 1996).
Finally, the use of neurratives may be am effective
prevention approach.

Individuals of all ages can quickly

mitigate the dangers of tobacco by re-telling the stories of
"successful" smokers: "George Bums smoked his entire life
euid lived past 100" or "What cdaout that woman in France who
smoked several packs a day and is still alive and healthy?"
On the other hemd, people have not been given memorable
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pictures of the "unsuccessful" smoker, like the mem who died
of a heart attack at age 39 leaving behind a wife, two kids,
and a promising career.

Instead, tobacco-free efforts

disseminate imageless statistics with which people have
trouble relating and identifying.
Cigaur trends ax& changing globally, from Denver, where
the Cohaibico Cigaur Company aspires to be the Starbucks of
premium cigaurs (Caulk, 1996), to Asia, where the Pacific
Cigeur Company aims to make "every Asiein a potential
Churchill" (Sender, 1992: 90) — both, in essence, putting a
cigar within the reach of every consximer.

Perhaps cigar

smoking is similar to the coffee-house craze of the eeurly
'90s and will fade as the years progress.

The comparison is

inaccurate, however, since cigars pack greater risks.
Moreover, they are peurt of the "good life" and, as cigar
aficionados advocate, that never goes out of style (Deutsch,
1996).

Even if they grow passe due to the explosion of cigar

bars, clubs emd events, the pipe promises to be the next
great tobacco fad.^® But, "there's nothing good cdaout
[tobacco].

Its delights come too deeirly; its pleasures

Several informan-ta already smoke bo-th, and many foresee rises
in its popularity.

deceive euid cheat" (Ryaui, 1996).
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APPENDIX

Hale Cigar Smokers
Age

Occupation

Cigarette
Smoker

Cigars/Week

Honey
Spent/Month

Reads Cigar
Aficionado

IB

Undergrad

No

1

$10-S20

No

19

Undergrad

No

1

$20

Yes

19

Undergrad

No

1

$10

No

19

Undergrad

No

1

$5-$7

No

21

Undergrad

No

2

$10-$15

No

22

Undergrad

No

1

$15-$20

Yes

27

Grad student

No

1/2

$12-$15

Yes

28

Liquor
Salesman

No

7

$60+

Yes

28

Grad student

Yes

1

$10

Yes

34

Radio

Yea

2 1/2

$10

Yes

35

Editor

Yes

2 1/2

$10-$20

Yes

40

Ccnpiter
Salesman

Yes

10+

$100+

No
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Female Cigar Smokers
Cigars/Week

Money
Spent/Nonth

Yes

1

$5 or less

No

Undergrad

Yes

1 1/2

$15

No

24

Mother

No

1

$10

No

34

Grad student

Ex-smoker

1

$5

No

34

Ad saiLes

Ex-smoker

1/2

$5 or less

No

40

Disability

Ex-smoker

2

$3-$4

NO

Age

Occupation

18

andergrad

22

Cigarette
Smoker

Reads Cigar
Aficionado
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